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Athleisure—
Fad or Fashion for
the Long Haul?
Fashion insiders weigh in on the longevity and the
future of the fashionable fitness trend.
By Deborah Belgum Senior Editor

A fleeting trend or a cultural shift? That is the question everyone is asking about the popularity of athleisure clothing.
It is everywhere—in gyms, yoga studios, coffee shops,
grocery stores, restaurants, playgrounds, shopping malls
and airports. It can even be found in some shape or form in
the workplace.
But in three to five years, will consumers grow tired of this
category and cast it aside for something entirely different? No
one is absolutely sure how long the athleisure trend will be
around, but most agree it has room to grow and could morph
into other categories.
“The real trends that last, I think, come from deeper things
and typically fill a void,” said Jane Buckingham, president

➥ Athleisure page 18

Stitch Fix: Big
Data Comes to
Fashion Retail
The most influential up-and-coming stylist
might be a computer.
By Andrew Asch Retail Editor

San Francisco–based e-commerce retailer Stitch Fix
uses big data, or a computer algorithm, to pick the perfect
top or pair of jeans for its thousands of clients. Teams of
human stylists also work for the 4-year-old company. They
aim to give packages assembled for its customers a personal touch before they are delivered, said Lisa Bougie, chief
merchandising officer for the retailer. One of the retailer’s
slogans is that no two of its boxes will be alike.

➥ Stitch Fix page 12

First Look: Resort ’16
VOLKER CORELL

Los Angelenos got a look at the Resort ’16 collections for BCBGMaxAzria and
Herve Leger when Max and Lubov Azria hosted a runway show and party at the
Samuel Freeman Gallery in Los Angeles. For more from the show, see page 8.

BCBGMaxAzria Runway
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Genetic Denim Has a New Owner
Genetic Denim, a Los Angeles premiumjeans label started nearly a decade ago, was
acquired recently by a small investment group
that brought in veteran apparel executive Hubert Guez to help turn the company around.
The acquisition price was not disclosed.
Genetic Denim was launched in 2007
by Ali Fatourechi, who crafted a highend denim pant that sold in the $200 price
range at luxury stores such as Nordstrom,
Neiman Marcus, Barneys New York and
Bloomingdale’s.

Last year, Genetic Denim partnered with
model Liberty Ross to launch a capsule collection called Genetic x Liberty Ross. Also
last year, millionaire record mogul Jimmy
Iovine and Hard Rock Café cofounder Peter Morton invested in the company.
The new owners of Genetic Denim plan
to continue to sell the brand at high-end
stores but with a retail price point that will be
around $150. All the jeans and denim pieces
will be manufactured in a sewing factory in
South Los Angeles, using the same quality

denim fabric that was employed before.
“The brand has an excellent reputation
for fit, sexiness, and the fabrics are soft,”
Guez said. “We are going to continue the
same fabrication and add some new technical fabrics.”
The new owners hope to capitalize on domestic production and turn goods quickly to
keep up with fashion trends.
Previously, Guez was chief executive of
Ed Hardy from 2008 to 2012, working with
Christian Audigier, who started the label. The

label was later sold to Iconix Brand Group.
Guez has a long history of manufacturing
jeans and other apparel. In 1991, he started
Azteca Production International, which
made blue jeans in Mexico for a number of
American labels until Azteca closed in 2005.
Guez’s brother, Paul Guez, launched Sasson jeans in the 1980s. His other brother, Gerard Guez, started Tarrant Apparel Group,
which later became Sunrise Brands. Hubert
Guez was CEO of Sunrise Brands from 2012
to 2014.—Deborah Belgum

Melanie B. Cox to Run Wet Seal
company in April after Wet Seal
After guiding The Wet Seal
declared Chapter 11 bankruptLLC through a tumultuous pecy. As of April, Wet Seal’s retail
riod, Ed Thomas announced he
holdings included a fleet of 173
would leave the company on
stores and an e-commerce site
Aug. 10. His successor, Mela(www.wetseal.com).
nie B. Cox, a veteran retailer
Thomas did not reveal his
and Wet Seal board member,
future plans. However, he said
succeeded Thomas. The tranthat the time was right for a
sition was immediate, and
change. “Now that the reorgaCox is currently running the
nization is behind us, I decided
company, according to Rivian
it’s the right time for me to step
Bell, a spokesperson for the
back after a grueling process
company.
and evaluate other opportunities
Wet Seal—the Foothill Melanie B. Cox
while being confident that Wet
Ranch, Calif.–based fast-fashSeal is in Versa’s and Melanie’s
ion retailer of clothing, footwear and accessories for young women— able hands,” he said. Thomas had run Wet
made a transition to operating as a private Seal since September 2014.
Cox forecast a smooth transition. “I’m
company in April after doing business as a
public company called The Wet Seal Inc. An looking forward to continuing Wet Seal’s
affiliate of Philadelphia-headquartered Versa renewal under Versa’s ownership. This is a
Capital Management LLC acquired the brand I have known for decades and where I

spent some early years as a merchant and head
of product development, helping the business
grow from a small 11-store chain in Southern California,” Cox said. “I have studied and
worked with this demographic for the majority of my career, and I know this is a valuable
retail brand. I am excited to collaborate with
our Southern California management team,

our store associates and our customers across
the country to achieve Wet Seal’s tremendous
potential.”
Cox worked as a retail consultant since
2009. She served as president/chief executive officer for Scoop NYC and also worked
as general merchandise manager for Urban
Outfitters Inc.—Andrew Asch

LA Councilmember Price’s Youth Entrepreneur
Program Draws Apparel Participation
Apparel-industry software program city of Los Angeles. The program took stuAIMS360 is taught to students at the Fash- dents from Price’s district, which includes
ion Institute of Design & Merchandising, parts of South Los Angeles, on trips to
Los Angeles Trade-Technical College, Cal workplaces and presentations by executives
State Poly Pomona, and Saddleback and in the fields of entertainment, construction,
Fullerton colleges in Orange County, but the culinary arts and technology. Cherner
Henry Cherner, AIMS360’s managing part- represented apparel and fashion in this event.
Cherner said he thinks that fashion businer, is considering expanding the reach of
AIMS360’s education program.
Beginning Aug. 10, Cherner
and other educators and business
executives took part in a weeklong
leadership program for youths. As
the program wrapped up, Cherner
said he thinks AIMS360 should explore increasing its outreach to help
youth looking to get a foothold in
the fashion industry.
“We would love to see the
younger kids get motivated,”
Cherner said. “They could get internships before they start college.”
Knowledge of data entry and enter- Henry Cherner, managing partner of AIMS360; Artina
prise resource planning software McIntosh, Los Angeles Trade-Technical College assistant
could help with that first step into professor; and Los Angeles Councilman Curren D. Price
the business, he said.
The idea was a follow-up to the first nesses would benefit from interns who could
Youth Innovative Entrepreneurial Lead- perform advanced tasks such as data entry.
ership Development program. The youth Cherner said he discussed the idea with
leadership program was produced in part Price and hoped to make teaching AIMS360
with the office of Curren D. Price Jr., the to high school youth part of a public/private
councilmember for the Ninth District in the program.—A.A.

Cherner spoke at the Youth Innovative Entrepreneurial Leadership Development program.
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The concept
of factoring
is simple:
You Give Us Your Invoice.
We Give You the Money.
You Pay Your Bills.
Factoring Made Simple.
No bells, unnecessary, really. No whistles, not
needed as well. No tricks. Ditto.
At Goodman Factors, we simply offer smart,
dedicated good service from an experienced
team of pros. Along with money at competitive
rates when you need it—today, for instance.

Goodman Factors
— Since 1972 —

Please call 877-4-GOODMAN
or visit us at goodmanfactors.com. Simple, right?

Mighty Purse: Charge It
Ana Slavka was always finding her phone
battery dying at the most inopportune times.
So she did something about it.
“The idea of just buying an ugly power
bank and having it falling around loose in
my bag, creating more mess and chaos, simply didn’t appeal to me, said Slavka, owner
of HButler. “I thought
other women must feel
the same way and I had
to help solve this common problem. … It had
to be practical, easy to
use, works with all smartphones and [most importantly] stylish.”
HButler recently introduced the Mighty
Purse collection of patent-pending “charge on
the go” handbags.
The handbags feature
slim-line, lightweight rechargable 400mAh batteries that are removable
for easier charging. When snapped into the
discreet compartment of the purse or wallet, a
LED panel lights up to indicate the remaining
charge of the purse. All styles include internal zip pockets and credit-card slots and come
with one-year global warranties.
Made of leather or vegan leather, the
styles include wristlets and wallets, envelope
clutches, cross body purses, two- and threetone purses, backpacks, hands-free sport
luxe styles (that include fanny packs), studded styles, and vegan-leather flap cross-body
styles. Dozens of colorways are available in

each style in addition to prints and quilted
stitching. All materials are sourced in China,
where the purses and wallets are manufactured as well. Wholesale prices range from
$50 for a vegan-leather cross body to $90 for
a backpack.
Mighty Purses are currently being sold online at Zappos as well at
Kitson and AT&T stores
in addition to numerous
retailers across the United
States. They are also currently available across
Italy, Germany, the Netherlands, France, the U.K.,
Singapore, New Zealand,
Australia, South Africa
and Asia, in gift stores,
fashion and accessories
boutiques, and tech stores.
HButler is headquartered in Sydney, Australia, and was established in
2008, starting with foldable Handbag Hooks and
other bags accessories. The Mighty Purse
was launched in 2013 and has taken the business to the “next level due to its rapid international growth.”
With a focus on wearable technology,
HButler is currently in the process of developing other practical products, according to
Slavka. “We like to help people incorporate
practical tech (and some non-tech) items into
their lives without compromising style.”
For more information, visit www.mightypurse.com and www.hbutlergroup.com.
—Alyson Bender

Calendar
Aug. 15
OffPrice
Sands Expo and Convention Center
Las Vegas
Through Aug. 18

Aug. 16
Sourcing at MAGIC
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas
Through Aug. 19

Aug. 17
WWDMAGIC
CurveNV@MAGIC
ISAM
FN Platform
WSA@MAGIC
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas
Through Aug. 19
Project Las Vegas
Project Women’s (formerly ENK
Vegas)
The Tents
Pooltradeshow
The Collective
Playground
Mandalay Bay Convention Center
Las Vegas
Through Aug. 19
Agenda
Sands Expo and Convention Center
Las Vegas

Through Aug. 19
Liberty Fashion & Lifestyle Fairs
Sands Expo and Convention Center
Las Vegas
Through Aug. 18
Accessories The Show
MRket
Stitch
Sands Expo and Convention Center
Las Vegas
Through Aug. 19
Capsule
The Venetian
Las Vegas
Through Aug. 19
WWIN
Rio All-Suite Hotel and Casino
Las Vegas
Through Aug. 20
Kidshow
Planet Hollywood
Las Vegas
Through Aug. 19

Aug. 18

PGA Expo
The Venetian
Las Vegas
Through Aug.19

Aug. 22

Line+Dot Sample Sale
2807 Santa Fe Ave.
Vernon, Calif.

Aug. 23

Fashion Market Northern
California
San Mateo Event Center
San Mateo, Calif.
Through Aug. 25

Aug. 24
Coast
Mana Wynwood
Miami
Through Aug. 25
International Textiles Expo
Rio All-Suite Hotel and Casino
Las Vegas
Through Aug. 25

Aug. 25
CALA
Fort Mason Center
San Francisco
Through Aug. 26

There’s
more
on ApparelNews.net.
For calendar details and contact
information, visit ApparelNews.
net/calendar.
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Cake for Monarchs: Entrepreneur and Design Veteran Makes RTW With Bespoke Style
Bespoke looks at affordable prices. That’s
the promise of Los Angeles–headquartered
line Cake for Monarchs, a menswear label
that took its bow this month and
is exhibiting at Liberty Fashion & Lifestyle Fairs in Las
Vegas.
Entrepreneur Sergio MuñozAzuela partnered with Glenn
Williams, a veteran designer
with a focus on bespoke styles,
to create the menswear line,
which ranges from unique
polo shirts to suiting. Williams
worked on Capital Tailors, a
bespoke style line backed by
Lucky Brand founders Gene
Montesano and Barry Perlman.
Cake for Monarchs takes
Savile Row techniques—Williams talks about fusibles, custom chest pieces and, of course,
hand stitching—to make garments that look like they are
sculpted to the wearer’s body.
When Williams talks about clothes, it can
sound like technical shoptalk. “The understructure of the garments will naturally hold
them in place,” Williams said of the tailoring
techniques used in the ready-to-wear line.
He serves as the line’s design director.
The line’s retail price points will range
from $425 to $650 for a jacket to $110 to
$155 for shirts, $80 to $90 for polo shirts and
$595 to $750 for suiting.
The line offers a slim-cut “fashion” body
for its suiting and blazers. The jacket is a
shorter length, with soft shoulders, yet it still
offers a structured look, Williams said. The
line also offers a tailored “classic” silhouette.
Pocket lining and curtain waistbands in

6 CALIFORNIA APPAREL NEWS
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the line’s trousers are constructed from woven shirting fabric. Polos and T-shirts feature
a 1960s-style half sleeve, which drops just

above the elbow. Fabrics are sourced from
Italy, Spain and the U.K. The line also offers
tropical lightweight Merino wools for when
one has to wear a suit in hot weather.
Muñoz-Azuela brainstormed on Cake for
Monarchs while thinking about what an upand-coming guy would want to wear. This
man might want the looks of European fashion houses, but he may not have the cash to
afford them. However, this man is confident
that he will succeed. “He wants to be king of
the world,” Muñoz-Azuela said. “It’s about
celebration,” he said of the line.
Muñoz-Azuela started the line in Torreón,
a manufacturing center in his native Mexico.
After dressing some sportscasters on Azteca

AUGUST 14–20, 2015

TV, one of Mexico’s top broadcasters in
2014, he traveled to Los Angeles to finesse
the line. “Los Angeles is where trends are

developing,” he said.
For more information, contact paul@
cakeformonarchs.com.—A.A.

NEWS

New Vice President at Rosenthal & Rosenthal
Rosenthal & Rosenthal Inc., a privately
held domestic factoring and financing firm,
has hired Martin Eckstein as vice president
of business development.
“Marty is a terrific addition to our growing West Coast team. His experience in the
commercial finance industry combined with
his preexisting relationships with the LA of-

fice will only strengthen the chemistry of
our team,” said Executive Vice President and
Head of Marketing Kenneth Kleiner.
Eckstein has more than 35 years of experience in financial services. Most recently, he
served as vice president of the commercial
services group at Wells Fargo Capital Finance.—Deborah Belgum
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CIT Knows

You Want to Grow
That’s why we work hard to understand your business objectives and
create flexible, innovative financial services solutions designed to help
your business thrive.
A dedicated member of our team will ensure that you benefit from
the full resources of CIT, from credit protection to accounts receivable
management and financing. CIT combines a relentless focus on
execution with insights based on in-depth industry knowledge.

To learn how CIT can help your business grow, visit
cit.com/apparel or call us at 800-248-3240
FACTORING • WORKING CAPITAL FINANCING • CREDIT PROTECTION
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE MANAGEMENT • IMPORT/EXPORT FINANCING
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BCBGMaxAzria and Herve Leger: First Look at Resort ’16
BCBGMaxAzria Ready-to-Wear collection

VOLKER CORELL

BCBG’s Ready-to-Wear collection is designed for a stylish caA well-dressed and enthusiastic crowd turned out to see the
Resort ’16 collections for BCBGMaxAzria and Herve Leger reer girl. The limited-edition Runway collection is designed for
shown in a gallery setting in Los Angeles. The Aug. 7 event at the “someone who doesn’t have a job,” Azria joked. “She dances and
Samuel Freeman Gallery in Los Angeles was hosted by BCBG’s she dines.”
The Runway customer is inspired by art, and, for the Resort
Max and Lubov Azria, who typically present their Spring and Fall
collection, Azria and her team looked to the mixed-media paintcollections at New York Fashion Week.
ings of French artist Coco Fronsac, who
“We want the best for Los Angeles,”
combines early photographic portraits
said Max Azria prior to the show, which
with masks and iconography from Africa,
featured the Ready-to-Wear and Runway
Oceania, Asia, the Americas and European
collections of BCBGMaxAzria as well as
folklore.
the Herve Leger collection.
“What’s going on is both new and old,”
Lubov Azria introduced each section,
Azria said. The silhouettes were inspired
explaining the inspiration and offering
by 19th-century clothing, and African
plenty of thanks to her team at BCBG.
masks are embroidered on lace pieces.
“Los Angeles is all about art and muThere’s also a mask print.
sic and cinema and great people—and, of
Inspired by natural stones such as agate
course, the weather,” she said.
and quartz, the Herve Leger Resort colBut when Lubov Azria and her team
Lubov Azria
lection featured jacquards, appliqués and
were designing BCBG’s Ready-to-Wear Max Azria
beading as well as fringe and rick-rack
collection, the weather in Los Angeles
trim. The current collection continued to explore the “bandage”
was unusually cold and rainy.
“It was miserable in March in LA,” Azria said. “It was raining, aesthetic of the original Hervé Léger, created in 1985 by Hervé
and I was thinking of different places I wanted to visit like St. Peugnet (now known as Hervé L. Leroux). BCBG acquired the
brand in 1998.
Bart’s. Anything to get my energy up.”
“I refuse to go away from the bandages,” Azria said. “It’s like
As a result, the Resort collection features several bright tropical prints, which are mixed with chic black-and-white stripes, mummifying the body. It creates tension, and it molds to your
lace and crochet. Silhouettes feature cropped styles, color block- body. It takes confidence to wear it. It takes grace to wear these
clothes. The body is secondary.”—Alison A. Nieder
ing and sexy cutouts.

BCBGMaxAzria Runway collection

Herve Leger collection
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TRADE SHOW REPORT

Record Growth at West Coast Trend Menswear Show
By Kelli Freeman Contributing Writer

let of Paul Richards Clothing in Bothell, Wash. “Most of the
vendors I [work with] are here and in Las Vegas. I’m firming up
Fall and Holiday buys as I move toward Spring.”
Retailer Ronnie Kemper owns Rainsong, three stores in
California Wine Country carrying men’s and women’s apparel and footwear. “There are so many categories to get
done in Las Vegas,” he said. “I had a lovely day in a calm
and focused environment. It’s great to go back to the room
in between appointments. I got a lot done with fewer distractions.”
First-time attendee Nick Blake from Desmonds in Billings, Mont., opted to shop WCTS instead of Las Vegas. “All

Carter and Birer described the market as still flat since
the recession.
“It’s harder today for a bricks-and-mortar retailer,” Birer
said. “You have to be a great artist to be different. If you
don’t have a relationship with your customer, you’re at a
great disadvantage.”
For Michelle Carter, men’s swim and active buyer for
KSL Resorts in Rancho Mirage, Calif., business follows the
resort seasons. “We buy for eight properties,” she said. “Because we’re a resort, people have disposable income. When
it’s in season, we’re in season and business is strong.”
Overall, business is rebounding, Glaser said. “We’re seeing brands taking more risks,” he said. “It’s
key for retailers to find unique ways to deliver value to the customer and differentiate
with regards to service and product mix.”

Spirits were high and business was written at the West
Coast Trend Show Spring ’16 menswear fashion market,
held at the Embassy Suites hotel near the Los Angeles International Airport.
“We’ve had the most successful Spring show to date with
the highest number of retailers and representatives in attendance,” said WCTS organizer Ken Haruta, who represents
Bill Lavin Belts and SAXX Underwear. Haruta said this
season there was a 20 percent increase in retailers over last
year.
The sold-out show featured more than 100
representatives and more than 200 brands
spread across three floors of the hotel. Officially, the show was held Aug. 9–10, but in
recent seasons, many exhibitors and retailers
start working a day early.
Trend spotting
“This is my best show, no doubt about it,”
said Ivan Quiteno, who represents Ibiza, Mac
From soft coats and lightweight knits to
Jeans and Raffi Linea Uomo, “Saturday has
linen tops and bottoms, buyers at WCTS
become a complete extra day for me.”
were looking for products to inspire their
PRODUCT TESTING: Nick Blake of
Haruta attributed the increase in attendance
business. Desilet liked the five-pocket jean
Billings, Mont.–based Desmonds tries on
to convenience and cost savings (some buycut in a slack model by Ballin. “I think it’s
a MAC Jeans jacket made of a high-tech
ers are subsidized) as well as amenities such AT THE SHOW: West Coast Trend Show’s Ken
done really well, and it’s gonna be the new
French terry stretch fabric with assistance
as complimentary coffee, lunch, afternoon Haruta (far right) with Sheri Wittson, Sonny Haddad
pant category,” he said.
from sales rep Ivan Quiteno.
drinks/snacks and Sunday-night dinner with and Stacey Walser
Mike Carter, owner of Carters in Phoenix,
but two of my key vendors are at this show,” he said. “I was worked with key brands such as Peter Millar and Bills Khaentertainment.
“When you can see 20 people in a three-day show, it’s a big able to see them and had enough time to pick up new lines.” kis at WCTS. “I also added new lines Johnnie-O, Southern
Jimmy Au, owner of Jimmy Au’s Beverly Hills, is a Tide and Vineyard Vines,” he said.
return on your investment,” said longtime WCTS exhibitor David Winston of Gramercy Foundry. “In two days, I can have longtime attendee at WCTS.
Jonathan Birer from Charlie’s Locker in Newport Beach,
“It’s so convenient,” he said. “I always find new vendors Calif., which caters to the affluent boater, said the bulk of
20 appointments that I don’t have to do in Las Vegas or on the
here, and it prepares me for Las Vegas.” There were several his menswear lines is traditional. “I’m here for the paint and
road.”
WCTS draws buyers from mid-tier to upper-end specialty retailers from Las Vegas, including Harris & Frank and fluff, unique items to put in my store like Patrick Assaraf
stores in California such as Patrick James in Fresno and Stitched, that shopped the show. Sam Glaser, vice president and Gramercy Foundry,” he said.
Gary’s in Newport Beach as well as retailers from Alaska, of purchasing and e-commerce at Stitched in the CosmopolGramercy Foundry’s Winston said the garment pigmentArizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico and itan hotel, explained, “We do a lot of business with existing dyed linen and twill jackets are extremely popular. “We don’t
lines here, and it really frees us up to see five shows in three usually do shorts, but people are asking for them, so we took
Washington state.
“The benefit is that it’s an intimate venue,” said Paul R. Desi- days during the Las Vegas market.”
our shirting and put them into shorts,” he said. ●
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“I need a lender that makes it their
business to know mine.”

WELLS FARGO
CApITAL FInAnCE
Our Commercial Services
Group provides:
Factoring
Accounts receivable financing
Accounts receivable management
Acquisition financing
Inventory financing

In a constantly evolving industry, managing cash flow is critical. Having a
lender you can trust who knows the market and listens to your needs can
make all the difference. The Commercial Services Group at Wells Fargo
Capital Finance understands this and can help your company manage risk,
grow, and thrive.
To learn more about how we can support your business, call 1-866-703-4932
or visit wellsfargocapitalfinance.com/apparel.

Import and export financing
Letters of credit

© 2015 Wells Fargo Capital Finance. All rights reserved. Products and services require credit approval. Wells Fargo Capital Finance is the trade name for certain asset-based lending services, senior
secured lending services, accounts receivable and purchase order finance services, and channel finance services of Wells Fargo & Company and its subsidiaries. WCS-1229110
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RETAIL

Stitch Fix Continued from page 1

A financial solution as unique
as your business.
TRAde FiNANCiNG
CRediT pROTeCTiON
COLLeCTiON
SHORT-TeRm LOANS
FuLL SeRviCe FACTORiNG

Click, Call, or Come by — We’re here for you!
New York Office
450 7th Avenue, Ste 2601
New York, NY 10123
Call: Richard Kwon
Tel: (212) 629-8688

Los Angeles Office
801 S. Grand Avenue, Ste 1000
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Call: Tae Chung
Tel: (213) 534-2908
finone.com
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“We make our clients feel on trend without them having to give much thought to it,”
Bougie said of the algorithm-arranged packages that are assembled for its customers.
“The convenience, the ease combined with
personalization, round out an experience that
cannot be found anywhere else.”
The company has recently wrapped up a
round of hiring top fashion executives and
is scheduled to build a 316,000-square-foot
warehouse in Dallas in 2016.
Despite its growth, Stitch Fix remains a
stealth story. They do no advertising, said
Lisa Ozur of the Niche showroom in downtown Los Angeles, which
works with Stitch Fix.
“A lot of people do not
know who they are. But
they have quietly turned
into an important player
in the marketplace.”
Stitch Fix has made
a big splash in the tech
world due to its mix of
fashion and big data. Its
algorithm was built by
a team helmed by Eric
Colson, who served as
vice president of data science and engineering for
Netflix from 2009 to
2012.
The algorithm’s data
is fueled by information collected by style
questionnaires filled out
by Stitch Fix customers. About 2,000 people
work for the company.
Teams of human stylists
work with consumers to
hone the personal touch
of the packages. Also,
the longer a consumer
spends with the service,
the better the algorithm
and the better stylists
get to know the specific
preferences of the consumer.
Stitch Fix shoppers
are delivered five items,
which are intended to be
personalized to the clients’ needs, budget and
lifestyle. Clients have
three days to try on and
return items they don’t
want to keep. A $20 styling fee is charged for
each delivery. If a client
chooses to buy all five
items in the delivery,
which the company calls
a “fix,” a 25 percent discount is applied.
Stitch Fix might grow
to be even more important if its business model
increases in popularity.
Retailers, including Stitch Fix and Trunk
Club, owned by Nordstrom Inc., use algorithms and human stylists to sell clothes,
and they have been popping up on the ecommerce landscape, said Rob Wright, a cofounder of Bungalow, an e-tailer company
with offices in Las Vegas and Los Angeles
that also mixes stylists and e-commerce. But
the model has roots in classic retail practices,
where a stylist choses clothing for a client.
“Neiman Marcus and Bergdorf have
been doing this for super-VIP clients,” he
said. “The big thing changing now is that it
is becoming democratized,” Wright said.
What makes this model potentially highly
lucrative is that these retailers put their clients on a buying schedule, Wright said. Every month to 90 days, packages are sent to
them. Clients purchase what they like and
send back items they are not interested in.

These e-retailers are not put in the position
where they must wait for shoppers to drop
by their stores and shop.
But the model has risks. The retailer delivers inventory to shoppers before the clothing is purchased. The shoppers are billed for
items that they don’t return. “We have to take
big steps to mitigate fraud risks,” he said.
Some e-commerce retailers make careful
examinations of who they will send goods
to before anything is delivered, Wright said.
Judah Phillips, a Boston-area big-data
expert and author of the upcoming book “Ecommerce Analytics,” predicts this model,
which a Stitch Fix representative called
online personal styling
and some have called a
subscription model, to
remain part of the retail
landscape. “Companies
that can succeed are the
ones that know how to
use their data along with
excellence in customer
service to drive competitive advantage,” he said.
However, these new
business models have
not entirely changed the
retail landscape. Lyn
Chin, a buyer for Global
Purchasing Companies,
headquartered in New
York, said there continues to be a lot of room
for traditional bricksand-mortar retail.
“I have to go to a
store to try something
on before buying,” Chin
said. “I’m on a mission
to try something new as
opposed to subscription
[models] where they say,
‘Here’s a bunch of stuff
you didn’t know you
wanted.’ [Often] you still
won’t want them.”
Stitch Fix started in
2011 when founder Katrina Lake, a Harvard
MBA, saw an opportunity to mix fashion retail
with big-data e-commerce. It made news in
March when it hired Julia Bornstein as its chief
operating officer. Bornstein’s previous gig was
chief marketing officer
and chief digital officer
in the San Francisco office of Sephora LVMH.
News of the hire made
a big splash in the tech
press.
In 2013, $12 million
in Series B financing
was led by Benchmark
Capital. Since 2011,
the company has raised $16.75 million in
funding. Bougie declined to state if Stitch
Fix was profitable, but it runs two distribution centers and is scheduled to open a third
distribution center. The 316,000-square-foot
center is scheduled to open in the Dallas area
in 2016. The other distribution centers are in
San Francisco and the Indianapolis area.
The average age for the Stitch Fix customer is 36, Bougie said, but the age spans
from high schoolers to senior citizens. The
average price point for clothes is $58. Stitch
Fix works with more than 200 brands such as
Tart, Kut From the Kloth, Daniel Rainn
and Collective Concepts. It also offers six
private-label brands including 41Hawthorn,
Pixley and Market & Spruce.
“We believe that having a healthy mix of
product and private labels is essential,” Bougie said. Stitch Fix plans on developing two
more private-label brands in 2016. ●
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STREET SCENE

Paris When It Sizzles
California Apparel News contributing photographer Tim Regas has been
shooting a lot of street-style stories for the paper. Earlier this summer, he
was in Paris for the couture shows and captured the stylish scene—as well
as several famous faces—on the streets of the City of Light.
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Park Named Design Director at Thomas Wylde Siwy Taps Jimmy Taverniti As Creative Director
Thomas Wylde, the designer fashion label headquartered in Los Angeles,
announced that Jene Park was named
as its creative director. Since 2006,
Park served as the label’s chief operating officer, said John Hanna, the label’s
chief executive officer.
Park will be overseeing the brand’s
image, product and design teams for
the label’s signature collection, Thomas Wylde, and its diffusion line, called
Thomas Wylde Los Angeles. She also
will look after the Thomas Wylde accessories division, featuring handbags
and shoes, which is scheduled to be introduced for the Spring/Summer 2016
season.
Before working at Thomas Wylde,
Park worked in product development,
CBP-4174 Apparel Ad-MM.pdf
1
sourcing and production for BCBG-

MaxAzria. Later she founded a design
and production consultancy.
The Thomas Wylde label started a
decade ago when brand founder Paula
Thomas designed skull-print scarves
and other items such as T-shirts,
dresses and handbags. Since then, the
Thomas Wylde line has offered tailored
suiting, high-end dresses, fur, tops and
outerwear and produced runway shows
at New York Fashion Week. Leather,
cashmere and silks have defined the
look of the brand, according to a company statement.
In 2014, the company named Poppy
Delevigne, the British socialite and sister of Cara Delevigne, the face of the
brand. Also in 2014, Thomas Wylde
opened an appointment-only boutique at
12/18/14
4:21 PM
its Los Angeles
atelier.—Andrew Asch

Denim designer Jimmy
Taverniti has joined Siwy as creative director. The first collection
under Taverniti’s direction will
be Spring/Summer 2016.
“We are excited to have a man
who really can create something
that’s never existed,” said Alain
LaFourcade, chief operating officer of Siwy, in a company statement. “Taverniti is a true visionary—and not just with denim. He
is well versed in all fabric textures/techniques and is a master
of his craft. He is here to invest in
Siwy’s future.”
Taverniti is known for his Los
Angeles–based premium-denim
line, Taverniti So, which he
launched in 2004.

“He has solidified a strong
foundation that resonates with
the Siwy customer,” LaFourcade
said.
The French-born, Southern
California–based Taverniti built
his own brand with a feminine,
vintage-chic aesthetic that extends beyond denim to include
cotton, viscose, silk and leather.
At Taverniti So, the designer
pioneered wash and finishing
effects using indigo, natural pigments, discoloration and organic
dye.
“This is a great opportunity
for me to work with Siwy and
their team of denim experts.
Their respect for their workers, using environmentally

friendly washes and the belief
in luxury craft are completely in
sync with mine,” Taverniti said.
“I’m looking forward to elevating Siwy in a modern and ethical
way.”
Los Angeles–based Siwy
launched in 2005 and features
vintage-inspired, fashion-forward denim designs with an
emphasis on fit, finishing and
details that “infus[e] the LA–
dominated denim category with
a heavy dose of New York attitude,” the company said.
—Alison A. Nieder

Jimmy Taverniti

Gerber Names
PLM Director for
Shanghai Office

An endless supply of
knowledge and service.
Comerica has been serving the unique needs of the apparel and textile industries for 25 years.
We deliver customized solutions to help you manage growth, cash, risk and wealth.
Our commitment to our customers has helped propel Comerica to become the leading bank
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Nick Susnjar, VP/Relationship Manager, LA Middle Market Banking, nsusnjar@comerica.com, 213.486.6243
Debbie Jenkins, VP/Relationship Manager, LA Middle Market Banking, djenkins@comerica.com, 213.486.6212
Tim Nolan, SVP/Group Manager, LA Middle Market Banking, tjnolan@comerica.com, 213.486.6216
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Software and hardware provider
Gerber Technology named Jeff
An director of professional services
for product lifecycle management
(PLM) in the company’s office in
Shanghai.
An previously served as managing consultant at Accenture and
spent more than a decade at IBM
BGS working on large-scale IT
projects in the Chinese apparel industry.
“Gerber Technology has a strong
track record of PLM leadership
around the world,” said Bill Brewster, Gerber vice president and general manager of Enterprise SW Solutions. “The addition of Jeff An to
the team illustrates our commitment
to growing our leadership in the
Chinese market, which is critical to
both local and global customers.”
Gerber’s YuniquePLM is Webbased product lifecycle management software designed for fashion
and apparel companies to communicate effectively, accelerate workflows and eliminate errors.
Based in Tolland, Conn., Gerber
is owned by Vector Capital, a San
Francisco–based private equity
firm specializing in the technology
sector.—A.A.N.
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FEATURE

Athleisure Continued from page 1

of Trendera, a
Beverly Hills
trend forecasting and brand-strategy company. “I think this
athleisure category is actually filling a void and, therefore, will
stick around for a while. The void it fills is that area in between
workwear and casualwear that is shorts, T-shirts and really unattractive sweatpants.”
In some ways, the athleisure category got its first peek at fashion when Pamela Skaist-Levy and Gela Nash-Taylor launched
Juicy Couture in Los Angeles in 1997. Those bedazzled velour
track suits sold for $200 and were worn by everyone who was
anyone—from celebrity and model Paris Hilton to megawatt
entertainer Madonna. The brightly hued suits were accessorized
with lots of bling and high-rise heels and were accepted everywhere.
Yoga saw a renewed surge in popularity in the United States
about a decade ago. As yoga pants became a staple in many
women’s (and men’s) wardrobes, a new trend called athleisure
began to take root.
These days, athleisure seems to be in every store—from Target, TopShop and Zara to specialty stores such as Yogasmoga,
Beyond Yoga, Athleta and Lululemon Athletica. Canada’s

Lululemon, founded in 1998, was one of the retail pioneers in this category. This year, its revenues were $1.8
billion, up from $1.6 billion in 2014.
And every designer seems to be adding his or her
twist to the trend. Kate Spade has partnered with Beyond
Yoga to produce a clothing line featuring 16 new items,
including leggings, bras and camis debuting next spring.
Stella McCartney and Adidas have collaborated on
fashionable fitness collections for years, but earlier this
year, the designer and the athletic brand joined forces
to launch a new, more-affordable athleisure line called
StellaSport.

Staying power?
But how long will this trend continue? “I think athleisure is here to stay in one form or another,” noted
Clare Varga, director of active at British trend forecaster
WGSN. “The reason I think that is because athleisure is
a cultural trend and not a fashion trend. It is underpinned
by a cultural change to healthy lifestyles and a demand
for clothing that is comfortable and functional and will

Lauren Edelstein

SEPTEMBER10-122015
BOARD DEMO DAY SEPTEMBER 9

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

The Global Watersports and Beach Lifestyle Tradeshow

Trina Turk Recreation

take you from desk to disco. That is
what gives it its longevity.”
Varga said athleisure is now a
natural way of dressing for the millennial generation between the ages
of 18 and 34. “They grew up with
health and well-being,” Varga said.
People have fitness apps on their
smartphones and smart watches and
wear bracelets that measure their
heart rate. Juice bars are popping up
on every corner, and organic food
is now part of mainstream grocery
stores.
Trend forecasters observe that
athleisure is a natural sweet spot
between fashion and sportswear,
which hasn’t been lost on big retail chains such as Dillard’s. The
Arkansas-based chain just launched
Trina Turk Recreation, created
by the Los Angeles designer, who
lends her name to the label. “It is
very colorful, great quality and eye
catching,” said Annemarie Dillard,
the store’s director of contemporary
sportswear and online experience.
With many years of watching
trends, Dillard doesn’t see athleisure as a trend but a shift in the
evolution of people’s wardrobes. “I
think it has staying power and fits
with the whole movement that is
going on in the modern woman’s
life—focusing on health and wellness in general. Apparel is a part of
the transformation,” she said.
With more than 300 outposts
across the country, Dillard’s is
launching its own athleisure component with its private label Gianni
Bini.
“Athleisure is just as popular in
middle America as anywhere. I can
tell you that,” Dillard said. “We are
pleased with its growth.”
The athleisure category has become a staple on the online shopping site ShopBop, too. “With major brands like Alexander Wang
and Mara Hoffman designing

REGISTER NOW SURFEXPO.COM
A TRADE ONLY EVENT

Trina Turk Recreation
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U.S. Activewear and Denim Sales

activewear collections, the trend
shows no signs of slowing down,”
said Lauren Edelstein, ShopBop’s
style director.
Athleisure sales have mushroomed, taking a bite out of denim sales. According to The NPD
Group, men’s and women’s activewear sales, which include tops,
bottoms and athleisure, were up 17
percent to $35.4 billion for the year
ending June 2015. During the same
period, men’s and women’s sales of
blue jeans were down 4 percent to
$13.1 billion.

Room to grow
Athleisure is only the beginning,
many say, of a movement to fuse
fashion with athletics.
Denim makers, envious of athleisure’s popularity, are eying ways
to incorporate some of those technical fabrics used in athletic wear into
denim clothing.
Paul Guez, a longtime denim
guru who started Sasson jeans and
was instrumental in getting Joe’s
Jeans off the ground, said denim
jeans used to have rigid fabric but
they are incorporating softer fabrics
with more give. “American Eagle
Outfitters has super, super stretch
jeans. And Replay made a huge ad,
hiring five soccer guys to show you
can exercise and do different moves
in their jeans,” he said.
People are demanding comfort in all their clothes, not just in
the athleisure category. Rosemary
Brantley, chair of the fashion design department at Otis College of
Art and Design in Los Angeles,
recently visited Nike’s headquarters and sat in on meetings where
the talk was about how to translate
the comfort of athleisure into workwear that uses technical fabrics and
elements.
“Clothes that go to work are taking on more gussets that breathe
and arms that stretch,” she said. “In
this meeting, everyone was talking
about how this workwear movement is even more powerful than
athleisure.”
While women have embraced
the athleisure concept, it still hasn’t
been snapped up by the children’s
and men’s markets. But that will
soon change. “I think men’s is
about to explode. We haven’t even
seen the tip of the iceberg,” said
Vargas of WGSN. ‘And we are going to see a boom in kids’ sportswear, which is more of an extension
of how parents dress.” ●
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What’s Checking: Melrose Heights
By Alyson Bender Contributing Writer

Stretching from La Cienega to Fairfax, the iconic retail area along Melrose
Avenue in the heart of LA has been a
shopping destination for celebrities,
tastemakers and tourists seeking out cutting-edge, fashion-forward contemporary styles. With high occupancy along
Melrose, corporate retailers dominate
over multi-line boutiques with an unwavering quantity of variance and quality.

Nudie Jeans
710 N. Edinburgh Ave. 90046

C O M E V I S I T U S AT S S 1 6 ( c a p s u l e )
LAS VEGAS, AUGUST 17– 19 2015
Rooted in Germany • Crafted in Los Angeles

Hailing from Scandinavia, Nudie Jeans has its West
Coast Concept Store and showroom right off Melrose
Avenue. With quality being the backbone of its brand,
the freestanding store boasts an in-house hemming and
lifetime guarantee repair program, ensuring each pair of
jeans sold has a satisfactory fit per the customer.
The bulk of the store carries men’s and
women’s denim jeans (average retail prices
range from $165 to $199) along with a handful of tops and jackets. Classic raw indigo
dyes are the store’s staple No. 1 seller for both
men and women, with higher-rise jeans being
the top style sought out by female customers.
Unique right now for men, Nudie has released
a limited-edition 18-ounce denim jean that is
produced in Japan (retail $375). Only 1,000
pairs were made, and it has been well received,
according to the store manager.

The entrance to the Nudie store is
just off of Melrose

Assortment of men’s and women’s jeans

SEAMLESS
•All seamless garments
•Vertical factory
•Highest level, premium
Type 6.6 Nylon yarn

Nudie has an in-house
tailor station, where new
purchases are hemmed
on site.

•Ultra soft hand, distinctive
texture and vivid colors
•Lightweight, feels amazing
on the skin, and fits tightly
yet comfortably on the
body.

Best-selling denim jacket ($299)
and chambray top ($199)

Rack of denim tops, jackets and
tanks to accompany the brand’s
sought-after jeans.

Reformation
8253 Melrose Ave. 90048
Open since 2009 and located on Melrose since
2012, the Reformation store features the company’s
limited-edition collections made using environmentally conscious, sustainable and eco-friendly practices. The company’s newest best-selling capsule is the
“I’m Up Here” Collection, which is specifically designed for women with cup sizes C through DD. The
first installment debuted in June 2014, and a second Reformation has been on Melrose
was released in July 2015.
since 2012.
As for top-selling styles, the store has had a hard
time keeping bodysuits stocked as of late. Top sellers include the “Coco” bodysuit, a medium-weight ribbed jersey bodysuit with short sleeves, a scoop neckline and exposed zipper
in the front ($78), and the “Serena” bodysuit (part of the “I’m Up Here” collection), which
is a medium-weight ribbed jersey bodysuit with a lace-up deep-V neckline, specifically
engineered to be bra-friendly ($78). The “Roxton” top, an off-the-shoulder crop top with
a ruffled neckline and armholes underneath
($98), has also sold well, in addition to the
“Cali” dress, a ribbed stretch jersey turtleneck
shift dress ($78).

•A perfect blend of nylon
and spandex create a
slimming effect, smooth
support and no bulges.
•Best prices and services

Ultra-Soft,
Seamless and
Highly Durable,
Amazing Type
6.6 Nylon
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Please visit our website at www.greeniceus.com!
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Moods of Norway
7964 Melrose Ave. 90046
After moving to its current location from Robertson Boulevard two years ago, business has been “very
good.” Moods of Norway put itself on the map with
its tailored items, priding itself on mixing Norwegian
heritage with international fashion trends. While men’s
tailored items are the store’s No. 1–selling and soughtafter pieces, the company has expanded its categories
into men’s basics and accessories that include belts,
bowties, socks and underwear as well as women’s apparel and leather goods.
Currently, floral prints on men’s tailored jackets (average $499 retail) and woven shirts ($129–$179) are
best-sellers, and a variety of prints on various women’s
pieces have been popular. The No. 1–selling women’s
piece right now is a leather moto jacket ($499), which
is offered in black and mint.

Moods of Norway’s menswear section

Moods of Norway moved to Melrose
two years ago.

Men’s top-selling tailored
blazer ($499)

Women’s top-selling prints for Fall 2015

SMART TIERS
PATENT TWO-TIER FABRIC

Men’s kitschy bold-print socks

1-800-868-7111 CHEMICAL FREE
ODOR FREE
PERFORMANCE
GUARANTEED

SMARTWICKING.COM

SWEAT
MANAGEMENT
AND
REMOVAL
TECHNOLOGY™

Two Tier Fabric
SMART Tiers is a dual layer fabric that works
by propelling sweat away from the body
through the inner hydrophobic layer, and
spreading the moisture into the absorbent
cotton layer, where it will evaporate quickly.
Men’s tailored blue
blazer ($499)

Denim shirt ($129)

Norwegian buoy
graphic tee ($69)
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Bibby Financial
Services

3027 Townsgate Road, Suite 140
Westlake Village, CA 91361
(877) 88-BIBBY Fax: (805) 446-6112
www.bibbyusa.com
sales@bibbyusa.com
Products and Services: Bibby Financial
Services is a worldwide market leader
in business cash-flow solutions. BFS is
a subsidiary of The Bibby Line Group,
a privately held company established
in the United Kingdom in 1807. Bibby
Financial Services supports businesses of
all sizes with flexible, customized financing solutions. With Asset Based Lending
and factoring products, BFS gives clients
access to the working capital they need
to grow and support their businesses.
Bibby Financial Services is proud to have
helped more than 8,900 clients grow their
businesses by providing nearly $1 billion
in funding across the globe.

CIT Commercial
Services

300 South Grand Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90071
Contact: Mitch Cohen, Western Regional
Manager
(800) 248-3240
www.CITFactoringUniversity.com
Products and Services: CIT Commercial
Services operates throughout the
United States and internationally. The
Los Angeles office serves clients in the
Western United States and Asia. CIT is
the nation’s leading provider of factoring,
credit protection, and accounts-receiv-

able management services. Companies of
all sizes turn to CIT for protection against
bad-debt losses, to reduce days‚ sales
outstanding, and to enhance cash flow
and liquidity. CIT’s breadth of services,
experienced personnel, industry expertise,
proprietary credit files on over 330,000
customers, and comprehensive online
systems are all reasons that clients say
give CIT a competitive advantage.

Comerica Bank
Apparel & Textile
Industries Group

601 S. Figueroa St.
Los Angeles, CA 90017
(213) 486.6243
Fax: (213) 486.6219
Contact: Nick Susnjar, Tim Nolan
www.comerica.com/apparel
nsusnjar@comerica.com
Products and Services: Comerica Bank
has been providing financing and commercial banking services for nearly 150
years. Our apparel team has over 20
years of industry experience and delivers
customized solutions for apparel and textile companies by providing management
of growth, cash, risk, and wealth. Other
tailored products include trade finance,
equipment and real estate financing, foreign exchange and hedging. We can also
work with your factor through established
inter-creditor agreements. Member FDIC.
Equal Opportunity Lender.

Finance One

801 S. Grand Ave., Suite 1000
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Main: (213) 430-4888
Fax: (213) 283-3896
Contact: Tae K. Chung, FVP & Marketing

Director
Direct: (213) 534-2908
Cell: (213) 999-0118
tae.chung@finone.com
Products and Services:Finance One,
Inc. is a commercial finance company
specializing in creating unique financial
solutions for small- to mid-size businesses. We offer full-service factoring
and receivable management services at
the most competitive rates, all while
maintaining premium quality. By offering
a wide array of services, our experienced
staff assures our clients’ assets are
secure. We are undaunted by any challenge, and with a 17-year track record of
success, there’s no doubt as to why our
motto is “Win/Win Factoring.”

Goodman Factors

3010 LBJ Freeway, Suite 140
Dallas, TX 75234
Contact: Joan Linxwiler (818) 448-9875
or Bret Schuch (972) 241-3297
Fax: (972) 243-6285
Toll-free (877) 4-GOODMAN
www.goodmanfactors.com
Products and Services: As the oldest privately held factoring company in
the Southwest, Goodman Factors provides recourse and nonrecourse invoice
factoring for businesses with monthly
sales volumes of $10,000 to $4 million. Services include invoice and cash
posting, credit and collection service,
and cash advances on invoices upon
shipment. Due to its relatively small size
and centralized-management philosophy,
Goodman’s clients often deal directly
with company management/ownership.
Its size also enables it to provide flexible arrangements and quick decisions.
Goodman Factors now operates as a
division of Independent Bank (Memphis,
TN), which has routinely been recognized

as one of the Southeast’s highest-rated
independent banks in terms of customer
approval ratings and in terms of capital
soundness.

Hana Financial, Inc.

1000 Wilshire Blvd., 20th Fl.
Los Angeles, CA 90017
Tel: 213.240.1234
Fax: 213.228.5555
www.hanafinancial.com
Contact: Rosario Jauregui
rosario.Jauregui@hanafinancial.com
Products and Services: Established
in 1994, Hana Financial is a specialized non-bank financial institution which
offers factoring, asset-based lending,
SBA lending, home mortgage banking,
investment banking, wealth management,
and insurance services. Hana Financial
evolved from a local start-up serving a
niche market of Southern California to a
top 10 factor in the U.S. and a member of
Factors Chain International, with offices
in Los Angeles and New York.

Marcum LLP

2049 Century Park East, Ste. 300
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Contact: Ron Friedman, Partner/Co-Retail
Practice Leader
(310) 432-7414 Fax: 310-432-7507
Ron.Friedman@marcumllp.com
www.MarcumLLP.com
Year Established: 1951
Territory: Marcum LLP is one of the largest independent public accounting and
advisory services firms in the nation.
Ranked among the top 20, Marcum offers
the resources of 1,300 professionals,
including over 160 partners, in more
than 22 offices throughout California,
Connecticut, Florida, Grand Cayman,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York,

Pennsylvania, and China. The firm’s presence runs deep, with full-service offices
strategically located in major business
markets.
Products and Services: Marcum’s Retail
& Consumer Products practice group
serves both domestic and international
companies of various sizes, from startups to multi-nationals with up to $1
billion in annual revenue. Our industry
professionals guide clients through the
entire lifecycle of the business by providing personalized, innovative strategies
to increase profitability and maximize
their competitive advantage. Within
these diverse markets, Marcum delivers
an array of services beyond traditional
audit, tax, and consulting work, including
financial reporting, tax compliance, and
business consulting services linked by
common supply-chain principles.
Competitive Edge: Marcum’s team
of seasoned professionals is uniquely
qualified to serve retail and consumer
products companies; they understand the
industry and specific market forces that
are driving business decisions. Members
of our Retail and Consumer Products
practice group speak and publish regularly on such topics as strategic business
and tax planning, working effectively
with your board, finance sourcing, and
operational excellence. Marcum professionals combine practical knowledge with
years of experience to provide a level of
understanding and service that is unique
among professional service firms. The
firm takes a team approach to every
engagement, ensuring the highest degree
of technical knowledge, experience, and
understanding of current issues and regulatory matters.

Wells Fargo Capital
Finance

333 South Grand Ave., Suite 4150
Los Angeles, CA 90071-1504
Contact: Kaiomarz Bhada
213-443-6008
kaiomarz.bhada@wellsfargo.com
wellsfargocapitalfinance.com/apparel
Products and Services: The Commercial
Services Group at Wells Fargo Capital
finance offers factoring, asset-based
financing, inventory financing, and letters of credit for companies in the U.S.
and abroad. We have dedicated expertise
working with manufacturers, importers,
exporters, wholesalers, and distributors
in many consumer product industries,
including apparel, textiles, and action
sports. Wells Fargo Capital Finance has
a large and diversified portfolio of more
than 2,500 clients, over $33 billion in
loans outstanding, and over $62 billion
in commitments to our clients. We are
part of Wells Fargo & Co., a nationwide,
diversified, financial services company
with $1.7 trillion in assets, 8,700 locations, 12,500 ATMs, online (wellsfargo.
com), and has offices in more than 36
countries.

FASHION
California Market
Center

110 E. Ninth St.
Los Angeles, CA 90079
(213) 630-3600
www.californiamarketcenter.com
Products and Services: Five seasons a
year, buyers from around the globe flock
to the California Market Center (CMC) for

International Designer Showcase
New York
Los Angeles
Dubai

September 9-12
October 14-18
November 18-22

We are excited to announce our partnership
with VENUE TRADESHOW
Style FashionWeek.com

LATTC
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Los Angeles Fashion Market, the West
Coast’s premier destination for thousands
of apparel, gift, home, and lifestyle collections displayed in hundreds of the CMC’s
showrooms and temporary exhibitor
showcases. Featured tradeshows include
SHAPE Active & Lifestyle Tradeshow,
SELECT Contemporary Tradeshow,
TRANSIT LA Shoe Show, and the LA Kids‘
Market. LA Fashion Market at the CMC now
offers visiting retailers and brands more
opportunities and resources than ever to
exhibit in and shop from.

Fashion Market
Northern California

3701 Sacramento St., Suite 204
San Francisco, CA 94118
(415) 328- 1221
fashionmarketnorcal@gmail.com
www.fashionmarketnorcal.com
Contact: Suzanne De Groot
Products and Services: With so many
shows and so little time ... What decisions go into your reason to attend your
next trade show? Come see why buyers choose Fashion Market Northern
California—12 minutes from the San
Francisco International Airport. •OpenBooth Format: With over 2,000 collections
under one roof, buyers can shop with
or without appointments, discovering new resources for three days, five
times a year. •Free Stay at the Marriott:
Buyers new to our show can stay on
us. •International Collections: European,
American made, fair trade and emerging
designers to choose from. •Accessories:
Largest assortment of fashion trends on
the West Coast. •Free Parking: Monday
and Tuesday until 10:30. Check out our
website to see more details. Keep it fresh
and on trend. Book your next fashion
market trade show with us. For more info,
please call us.

GreeNice

15342-B Valley Blvd.
City of Industry, CA 91746
(626) 336-8856
Fax: (626) 336-8857
www.greeniceus.com
Products and Services: Made with
quality and comfort with love, GreeNice
seamless wear provides perfect fit for
any knid of body with maximum comfort. One size fits most type of body.
Our garments work flawlessly for any
occasion. GreeNice seamless stays in
place, doesn’t ride up, and are simple
basics that everyone must have ! Looking
forward to seeing you at our Booth #
70100 WWDMAGIC show! There are some
special offers for you!

LAmade Clothing

1213 E. 14th St.
Los Angeles, CA 90021
(213) 688-9790
Fax: (213) 688-8869
www.lamadeclothing.com
info@lamadeclothing.com
Products and Services: Founded in 2004,
LAmade creates the classic, feminine
items that can evolve with any wardrobe. Perfect basics and novelty pieces
are designed with attention to fit and
details, emphasizing impeccable quality
and modern sophistication. The LAmade
brand includes women’s, maternity, kids’,
and baby apparel. LAmade can be found
in over 1,000 boutiques worldwide; select
retailers such as Nordstrom and Lord
& Taylor; and online retailers including
Piperlime, Revolve Clothing, Amazon, and
Zappos. For the latest news and upcoming
market dates, please email us.

Line & Dot

(323) 589-1200
info@thelineanddot.com
http://thelineanddot.com
Products and Services:Line & Dot
believes that most things in life start
with a line and end with a dot. She

is driven, adventurous, and not afraid
to think or dress outside the box. She
embodies effortless style and is always
on point, playing into the perfect mix of
vintage and modern design. The brand’s
vision has become synonymous to its
wearer, classic yet eclectic silhouettes
that encourage women to express their
individuality through the collection of
timeless, well-conceived dresses, jumpsuits and separates. Line & Dot can be
spotted around the globe on the everyday
woman, top fashion bloggers, and celebrities alike.

Luxtrada – A Bikini
on Your Feet!

(909) 680-2345
info@luxtrada.com
www.luxtrada.com
Products and Services: Luxtrada’s
signature collection – Bikini Sandals,
co-branded with Swarovski® – offers
a mixture of glamorous sexy designs to
give you the freedom to accessorize your
trendy or classy bikini wear, bring your
style and personality forward, and make
you stand out from the crowd! From the
delicious macaron Pure Candy to the
sexy animal print Cici Safari, any of these
designs will enhance your trendy beach
apparel. Whether the chic black-andwhite Cici Bello or the vibrant metallic
Sicily Reign, each of these will accentuate
the elegant flavor of your bathing suit.
The jazzy color, unique shape, and interchangeable jeweled accessories fashion
the one-of-a-kind you!

S & J USA, Inc.

843 E. 31st St.
Los Angeles, CA 90011
(323) 231-0811
Fax: (323) 231-3820
snjusa@snjusa.com
Products and Services: S & J USA, Inc.
has been a major, authorized distributor
of YKK zippers for over 25 years. We
carry a vast array of zippers, and we
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S & J USA, Inc.

Vegas Market Week Resource Guide
Continued from page 23

have an in-house factory that allows
us to complete orders quicker than our
competitors. S & J USA, Inc. also specializes in snaps, tack buttons, eyelets, and
elastics, among other trims. Our customers range from the U.S. to Asia, and we
hope to expand even further in the future.
We are known for great customer service
and quality materials.

Shosho Fashion

C&C

Metal
843 E. 31st St.
Los Angeles, CA 90011
ALL TYPES ZIPPERS
JEAN RIVETS
TACK BUTTONS
SNAP BUTTONS
PLUS MORE
TRIMS AVAILABLE
NAILhEAdS
ALL TYPES ZIPPERS
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Tel: (323) 231-0811
Fax: (323) 231-3820
Email: snjusa@snjusa.com
Operating hours
8:00 am – 5:00 pm (PST)
Monday – Friday

AUGUST 14–20, 2015

2454 East 27th St.
Vernon, CA 90058
323-214-1718, Ext. 122
www.shoshofashion.com
www.shoactive.com
Products and Services: Juniors, misses,
plus, and kids’ leggings, pants, skirts,
and shorts. Now introducing sweaters,
dresses, jump suits, and rompers.New
division: SHOACTIVE: Premium nylon/
spandex active wear featuring stay- dry
wicking function with special evaporation technology.All divisions are widely
known and seen in top retailers across
the United States, Canada, and many
other countries. All categories are available for quick delivery as well as special
orders. Retail prices from $5 to $30.
August 15-18, OFFPRICE SHOW, Booth
# 3330, Sands Expo, Las Vegas, NV.
August 17-19, WWDMagic Show, Booth
# 76315, Las Vegas Convention Center

Special One
Rock Revolution

2707 S. Alameda St.
Los Angeles, CA 90058
(213) 614-1800
Fax: (213) 614-1815
sales@blvapparel.com
www.blvapparel.com
Products and Services: Special One
started with the vision of bringing the

latest for our fashionistas while providing
an exceptional value and quality that
you’ll want to wear, season after season.
Who says you have to sacrifice style
for comfort? You can count on pieces
that are made of the highest quality but
also fit great. Rock Revolution: Rock it!
Live it! Love it! Always at the leading
edge, Rock Revolution has defined its
complex mission in a simple way: Create
styles that make you look and feel great!
Combining a fashionable aesthetic and
rebellious design with classic menswear
staples—our clothing is pretty much an
education on the art of being classically
cool. Started with the vision of bringing
the latest fashion while providing an
exceptional value and quality. Our streetchic collection is exclusively designed to
make you stand out in the crowd and put
you ahead of your crew.

Spirit Athleisure

www.spiritathleisure.com
Spirit Athleisure launched its Fall/
Holiday Graphic Sweat Collection at ENK
Intermezzo in NYC to rave reviews from
both buyers and press. The collection features a garment dye palette in soft Modal
fleece and tri-blend knit fabrics. Buyers
loved the mixed-media details shown on
the dyed heather crop hoodie, which also
features striped lining in hood and inside
cuffs and contrast drawstrings. The
graphics shown on the back of the jerseys and hoodies bring a vintage athletic
aesthetic—one graphic piece from the
collection reads, “GOOD VIBES”, recalling
a ‘70s feel. These details truly made the
look of Spirit Athleisure’s graphic sweats
stand apart from many other graphic lines
in the market. Interested buyers included
Sweats Appeal Long Island, LULU’s in Del
Mar Long Island, Ride and Reflect in New
Jersey, Reform in New Jersey and Infinity
on Madison Ave in NYC.

Spirit Jersey® /
Spirit Activewear

www.spiritactivewear.com
www.spiritjersey.com
Spirit Jersey® ORIGINAL. AUTHENTIC.
Made in the USA. The unique combination
of features of the jersey sold under the
trademark Spirit Jersey®/Spirit Football
Jersey® is a Registered Trademark. Spirit
Jersey® and Spirit Football Jersey® are
Trademarks of Spirit Activewear.

Surf Expo

www.surfexpo.com
Products and Services: Surf Expo is the
longest-running and largest boardsports
and beach/resort lifestyle trade show in
the world. Produced annually in January
and September, the show draws buyers from specialty stores, major resorts,
cruise lines, and beach rental companies
across the U.S., the Caribbean, Central
and South America, and around the
world. Surf Expo features approximately
2,600 booths of apparel and hardwoods
and a full lineup of special events, including fashion shows, shaping competitions
and demos. The show attracts more than
27,000 attendees and was named among
the Fastest 50 Growing Trade Shows
by Trade Show Executive Magazine and
among the Top 25 Fastest Growing Shows
For Attendance by Trade Show News
Network. Surf Expo will be held Sept.
10–12 at the Orange County Convention
Center in Orlando, Florida.
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MADE IN
AMERICA

backpack. Delikt is debuting its collection
for the first time at SS16 (capsule) Las
Vegas August 17–19.

Delikt

www.delikt-clothing.com
Products and Services: Delikt’s debuts
a limited-run collection of premium
leather jackets and accessories for
men. Designed and made in Downtown
LA—a neighborhood renowned for its
tailoring since the 1920s—using only
the highest-quality leathers such as soft
lamb nappa from Italy. California milled
Supima® Cotton is dyed with low-impact
eco dyes and used for all our jersey
styles, reflecting the personal and sustainable background of the designers.
Launched only this year by Hamburg
transplants Daniel Thies and Eva Napp,
Delikt embraces the culture of a modernday “Wild One”-era Marlon Brando. Thies
and Napp design for men who want
statement outerwear that can transition
from day to night with a change of a shirt
or jeans. Delikt’s highlights include a
lightweight Bomber Blouson constructed
with LA ‘s temperate nights in mind
and a Ribbed Racer classic motorcycle
jacket along with a weekender bag and

DL1961 Premium
Denim

498 7th Avenue, 21st Floor
New York, NY 10018
sales@dl1961.com
(646) 514-9736
Products and Services: Launched in
New York in September 2008, DL1961
Premium Denim is committed to designing, crafting, and selling the perfect-fitting
jean. As the originators of Performance
Denim, DL1961 has created a collection
of revolutionary fabrics, each of which are
made to move 360 degrees, while never
stretching out or losing shape. The latest
collection from DL1961 features selvedge
styles, created with the finest 100 percent
American cotton blends and rooted in
American culture. Visit us at Project Las
Vegas, Booth #27266.

SMART Tiers
1400 Goldmine Road
Monroe, NC 28110
(800) 868-7111, Ext. 228
Fax: (704) 289-6857

www.smartwicking.com
scott.sain@dunnmfg.com
Products and Services: S.M.A.R.T.
shirts and fashions are entirely American
made and grown. Our goal is to deliver
superior comfortable athletic apparel that
works better and longer than any other
in the area of sweat management with
100% natural hydrophobic organic fibers.
This is achieved by our patent knitting
and finishing process, whereby sweat is
mechanically propelled away from the
skin and into a distinct second layer.
The first soft tier uniquely keeps the skin
dry without the use of chemical treatments. Our soft silky inner fibers provide
extreme comfort, no more sogginess, and
a dry non-bacteria-growing microclimate.
The outer layer, designed for maximum
evaporation dries quickly, preventing condensation and odors caused by lingering
sweat, making you feel dry and cooler.
This resilient fabric combination has the
added benefit of insulation without causing
the body to overheat or cool too quickly
when your exertion level varies or different
outside temperatures are encountered with
solar protection. Color blocking is standard in our Performance Ringer™ T-shirt.
SMART stands for Sweat Management
And Removal Technology™. Visit us at
Sourcing@Magic, USA Pavilion Booth
#65206

DENIM
Dear John

1901 Santa Anita Ave.
South El Monte, CA 91733
(626) 350-5100
denisse@dearjohn.com
www.dearjohndenim.com
Products and Services: Dear John is the
essence of the classic American jean.
Straightforward, timeless, and affordable. Dear John was created to empower
women with great jeans with affordable
pricing. Our rigorous commitment to stellar fits, ultra comfort, and denim made
from fabrics that are soft with just enough
stretch makes us the go to jean in any
wardrobe. Our sensible and straightforward washes set just the right tone for
any occasion, resulting in a pair of jeans
that makes you feel longer and leaner.
Remember, you don’t have to spend a lot
to find your perfect pair of denim.

Miraclebody
Showroom

575 Seventh Ave., 8th floor
New York, NY 10018
(212) 398-0120
customerservice@miraclebody.com
www.miraclebody.com
Products and Services: Miraclebody by
Miraclesuit is a fashion control collection
that provides women of all shapes and
sizes with comfortable form-flattering
apparel, including jeans, tops, skirts,
and leggings. The line is best known
for its superior fabric, flattering design
concept, and making slimming garments
comfortable and fashionable for the
everyday woman. Crafted in premium
super-stretch fabrics, Miraclebody denim
retains its shape and keeps women looking flawless without sacrificing comfort.
Each pair features a patented tummyflattening panel. Tops make current
trends fresh and flattering with a torso
slimming inner liner to perfect your figure.
Miraclebody has been well received in
over 2,000 fine retail and specialty stores
nationwide. Miraclebody is a division
of Miraclesuit®, the leading brand in
control swimwear.

This listing is provided
as a free service
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We regret that we
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ACCOUNTING SERVICES

FIT MODELS

MODEL SERVICES

PATTERN & SAMPLE

HOVIK M. KHALOIAN

CPA

PATTERNS WORLD INC.

Providing pattern making and full development services for
the garment industry for over 25 years. We specialize in
first through production patterns and in house sample room.
Salesman duplicates, small production welcome.

ACCOUNTING • AUDITING
TAXATION SERVICES FOR THE APPAREL INDUSTRY
520 N. CENTRAL AVE., SUITE # 650
GLENDALE, CA 91203

T E L :
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H M K C P A @ J P S . N E T

Check us out at
www.patternsworldinc.com
(213) 439-9919

APPAREL PRODUCTION SERVICES

PRIVATE LABEL

We Develop Beautiful Designer Samples
Hire the Best to make your Designer Samples
ACTIVEWEAR

We specialize in
LINGERIE

SWIMWEAR

Call us now!

323-673-0551
Book your appointment
GETMYSAMPLESMADE@luxuryswimwearlosangeles.com

HANDBAG MANUFACTURER
CONTRACTOR - DENIMS

SEWING MACHINE SERVICES

Cutting/ sewing

Under one roof • Orange County Contractor
Specialists—Sportswear • Tennis wear • Board Shorts
Lycra experts • Special Design Cutting

Bellas
Fashion

1581 E. St. Gertrude Pl.
Santa Ana, Ca 92705
bellasfashioncs@yahoo.com

(714) 709-3035
Fax: (714) 556-5585

bellasfashion.com
To Place Your Ad Call June 213-627-3737 june@apparelnews.net
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CLASSIFIEDS
Visit www.apparelnews.net/classifieds
to place your ad in our self-serve system

www.apparelnews.net

Jobs Available

Jobs Available

1ST THRU PRODUCTION
PATTERNMAKER
Candidate must have experience in women’s
contemporary apparel. Develop and release
patterns for first thru production. Strong com‐
munication and organizational skills. Computer
literacy and Gerb er system a must Minimum
2-3 yrs experience. Bilingual English/Spanish a
plus. Email res. to resumes@karenkane.com
or fax to 323-277-6830
MULTI-DIVISION WOMEN’S SLEEPWEAR
FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR
THE FOLLOWING POSITION:
TECHNICAL DESIGNER
Exp'd TECHNICAL DESIGNER to support our
production development team. M ust have
strong Photoshop/Illustrator/Excel skills and ex‐
cellent drawing skills. Must understand gar‐
ment construction and be able to apply POM’s
and Specs of garments to Tech Packs. Must
be very detailed-oriented. Send resume with
salary history to: Emily Luna MGT Industries,
Inc. 13889 S. Figueroa Street Los Angeles, CA
90061 Fax: (310) 538-1343 E-Mail: eluna@
mgtind.com
MULTI-DIVISION WOMEN’S SLEEPWEAR
FIRM HAS IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR
THE FOLLOWING POSITION:
PRODUCTION PATTERNMAKER
With a min. of 5 years experience. Knowledge
of bra or daywear development, construction
and grading is a plus. Must have experience in
Sleepwear and Daywear in both woven and
knit fabrics. Experience with Gerber PDS 2000
or Optitex system is required. Must be detailoriented, able to work independently, and
have good communications skills. Send re‐
sume with salary history to: Emily Luna MGT
Industries, Inc. 13889 S. Figueroa Street Los
Angeles, CA 90061 Fax: (310) 538-1343 E-Mail:
eluna@mgtind.com
DESIGN ASSISTANT
Fast paced junior and missy dress division
seeks design assistant. This applicant is re‐
quired to have 2 year prior experience as de‐
sign assistant, must be fast learner, orga‐
nized, able to multi task and meet tight dead‐
lines. Photoshop and Illustrator skills a plus.
Van Nuys location. Email resume to ericab@
kandykiss.com

PRODUCTION PATTERNMAKER &
IMPORT PROD. COORDINATOR
PRODUCTION PATTERN MAKER Energetic and
self-motivated patternmaker needed to work
in fast paced environment. Min. 5 years exp
with knits and wovens, exp. in domestic and
import production. Must be proficient in MSOf‐
fice and Gerber system. Self motivated orga‐
nized and a team player.
_________________________________________________
IMPORT PROD. COORDINATOR Min of 3-5 year
experience with overseas production, must be
a multi-task oriented with willingness to learn,
responsibilities includes tracking production
from start to finish, daily communication with
factories on all aspects of garment production
including fits, testing, packaging, and meeting
deadlines. Strong communication skills. Must
be proficient in Outlook, Excel, Word. Blue
Cherry experience is a plus. Please send your
resume to jonathon@mikenclothing.com or
fax to (323) 266-2580 Attn: Jonathon

TECHNICAL DESIGNER
NYDJ Apparel is seeking an exp'd Technical De‐
signer. Creation & updating of First to Produc‐
tion Technical Packages for Missy, Petite &
Women's Divisions. Lead fit sessions & send
pattern corrections to overseas factories.
Track sample submissions. Must have strong
leadership skills, managed a team & worked
with a large group of cross functional part‐
ners. Pattern making ability & exp. in fitting
dresses & jackets a must. Excellent benefits &
work environment. No phone calls, please.
Send res. & sal. hist. to: eric.ueno@nydj.com
SALES MANAGER/DIRECTOR
Manage major customer account and present
mostly missy as well as plus, petite, and junior
lines. Interact with studio, customer service, &
production depts. Participate in market re‐
search & help guide the development of new
styles. 5+yrs garment sales to major retailers
and dress or sportswear merchandising back‐
ground req'd. Buyer at major budget retailer
also considered. Understanding of costing
req'd. Missy dress exp pref'd. Email resume
to: recruiting@scta.samsung.com.

FIRST PATTERNMAKER - JUNIOR
WOVEN DRESSES AND SPORTSWEAR
Van Nuys, CA Multi-division manufacturer •De‐
velop monthly collections using PAD system.
•Report to designer and work with associates
to manage fast-paced sample execution. •Can‐
didates should have a keen eye for young
fashion and a minimum of five years’ experi‐
ence. •PAD training is a possibility for the
right candidate. Please send your resume with
salary requirement to davidz@kandykiss.com

PLANNERS
Summary of Job Responsibilities Growing com‐
pany in Gardena, CA, seeking Planners for
scheduling production from raw material to
garment delivery. Monitoring inventory levels
in comparison to sales forecast, identifies
trends and preparing statistical analyses. Qual‐
ifications Bachelor’s degree, min 5 yrs exp. in
planning experience in the textile and apparel
industries preferred. Must be analytical, profi‐
cient in MS Office, highly proficient in Excel.
........REFERENCE IN EMAIL: PLANNING........
Send res. to: recruitingapparel@gmail.com

SALES REPRESENTATIVE WANTED
Distributor of European Apparel & Fashion Ac‐
cessories seeks in house and/or independent
Sales Representative for Shoes (mens,
women's, kids), Swimwear, Beachwear and
Watches. Most Territories open. Email resume
to: hr@zeldallc.com

FOREVER 21 HIRING TECHNICAL
DESIGNERS NOW!!!
Forever 21 is hiring Technical Designers with
speciality expertise in Activewear, Kids, Denim,
Woman's or Mens. Pls. email your res. & sal.
requirements to erica. chan@forever21. com.
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FABRIC WAREHOUSE MANAGER
Los Angeles apparel company looking for a full
time warehouse manager with fabric experi‐
ence. The person will be responsible for over‐
seeing and assisting with shipping, receiving,
picking, packing, loading and unloading trucks,
stocking, inventory checks and other various
office duties. Experience with warehouse oper‐
ations is a must. The person must have a pos‐
itive work attitude and a "go the extra mile"
attitude and have an upbeat personality.
Please e-mail info@bailey44.com

SENIOR SALES EXECUTIVE
TY-LR Man, a new Men’s Contemporary Collec‐
tion seeking US Senior Account Executive to
be responsible for managing specialty store
business with existing account relationships.
Min of 5 years US wholsale exp. Strong rela‐
tionships, interpersonal and organizational
skills. Available for travel and tradeshows.
E mail resume to USAcareers@auslabels.com

SENIOR SALES EXECUTIVE
Jaggar, a new, innovative women’s footwear la‐
bel seeking US Senior Account Executive to be
responsible for managing majors & specialty
store business with existing account relation‐
ships. Min of 5 yrs. US wholesale exp. with
Strong relationships, interpersonal & organiza‐
tional skills. Avail. for travel & trade shows.
Email res. to: USAcareers@auslabels.com
APPAREL BOTTOMS COMPANY SEEKING
INDIVIDUALS TO FILL THE FOLLOWING
POSITION. INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY
FOR THE RIGHT INDIVIDUALS.
.....................IMPORT PRODUCTION..................
............COORDINATOR/MERCHANDISER............
Highly motivated person with 2-3 years experi‐
ence in the junior/special sizes denim/sports‐
wear bottoms market needed to assist in im‐
port production. •Must have well rounded
knowledge of overseas garment production &
construction •Know how to read TECHPACKS
and understand technical garment terms. •Ex‐
perience with measuring garments as well as
approving finished garments, lab-dips, fabrics,
etc. •Must be a self-starter, detail oriented in‐
dividual and have strong written and verbal
comm. skills. Email to hrdept229@gmail.com
or fax res. with sal. hist. to: (323) 657-5344
VP OF SALES
Established Contemporary Brand, looking for
Sales Talent to increase our department and
chain store business. Candidate must have
over 10 years of experience in fashion indus‐
try and currently working with buyers di‐
rectly. We are an LA based company with
great design and production capability. Great
track record to deliver fast production to cus‐
tomers for both MADE IN USA and import.
Email resume to HRfashionLA@gmail.com
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Jobs Available
PRODUCTION PATTERNMAKER
Apparel Co. (young, contemporary sizes 4
thru 18, & some plus sizes) in Paramount, CA,
seeking an exp’d, (3 – 5 yrs) PRODUCTION Pat‐
ternmaker. Must be able to drape the 1st pat‐
tern (2 – 3 yrs draping exp.) Ability to review
& check for accuracy the first pattern, & be
able to prepare the first pattern for grading &
production. Must be able to work w/sample
makers & designer with fittings & throughout
the entire production, pattern–making
process. Must have thorough knowledge of
grading specs & working knowledge of OPTI‐
TEX system required; with a strong sense of
urgency, a team player, able to take direc‐
tions, with a positive attitude. Send res. with
salary hist. to: hrresumes90723@gmail.com
Equal Opportunity Employer.

GRAPHIC ARTIST
Join our Girls Graphics Team. Strong visualiza‐
tion & creative input for fashion tops &
screened t-shirts. Processing knowledge of
screen printing, separations, & embellishment
techniques. Fresh ideas, self-initiative, & team
effort are critical. Create innovative designs &
artwork with a keen understanding of our cus‐
tomers’ needs. Must be highly organized, dri‐
ven for results, & able to communicate cre‐
ative ideas clearly. Please submit portfolio
w/res. to: tlamantain@selfesteemclothing.com
PRODUCTION MANAGER FOR
CONTEMPORARY COLLECTION
Positive Attitude. Good communication skills.
Detail and highly organized. Excellent spec'ing
Skills. Knowledge of MSoffice. Pacific Apparel
Systems or AIMS. 5 years experiene in the
Fashion industry. Qualified candidates email re‐
sume to info.falconandbloom@gmail.com
1ST - PROD PATTERN MAKER KIDS
DIVISION
IMMEDIATE oppty for fast and accurate 1st –
Prod patternmaker with 5+ yrs exp in girls 46X and 7-16 sportswear and dresses working
with all fabrications. MUST have kid’s exp, a
great eye for detail, and be highly proficient
with Gerber. Great company, great benefits.
Email resume to caricuao90@gmail.com
PRODUCTION PATTERN MAKER/QC
Long Beach Area: need •Production Pattern
Maker with minimum 10 yrs + exp. Fast Pace
with multitask experience in Private Label &
Production Patterns Tuka Preferred. •QC will‐
ing to travel to T.J. 5yrs.+ experience strong
communication skills/Spanish can provide daily
reports & solve production problem issues.
Email res: Cindy@rogueapparelbranding.com
DESIGN MANAGER, SWIMWEAR &
APPAREL
Long Island NY- Must have experience with
Swimwear or Activewear. Hands-on position.
Manager will establish product objectives and
direct full design life-cycle, initial concept
through development to final production.....
Resume, cover letter w/salary req & portfolio
to sgold@tyr.com

Job s Available

Jobs Available

COSTING/PRODUCTION ASST
Seeking detailed-orientated candidate for our
design room w/exp. creating & completing
cost analysis in an accurate manner. Must
possess excllnt communication skills & must
be able to perform in a fast-paced environ‐
ment. Ideal candidate has min. 1 yr recent
costing exp. Send res. to: HR@swatfame.com

SALES ASSOCIATE
We are looking for an energetic seller with
telemarketing experience. Apparel Industry
knowledge and experience preferred. This is
an entry level sales position with room for
growth. College degree in advertising or
sales/marketing preferred. Please email your
resume to: terry@apparelnews.net

FABRIC TECHNOLOGIST AND FABRIC
INSPECTOR
Summary of Primary Job Responsibilities Grow‐
ing company in Carson, seeking exp'd Fabric
specialists will test fabric, check quality and
consistency of fabric performance, inspect fab‐
ric and will work with dye houses. This posi‐
tion must have a thorough understanding of
fabric. Qualifications Bachelor’s Degree pre‐
ferred, min. 5 yrs exp. in textile/apparel indus‐
tries. Well versed in fabric quality, inspection,
testing. Proficient in MS Office, must have Ex‐
cel exp. For immediate consideration, please
send resumes to: recruitingapparel@gmail.com

FABRIC SALES PERSON NEED
To rep a great line of knits made in USA. Must
be very self motivated, enthusiastic and have
fashion or garment industry related exp. Will
train! Send inquiry to newfabricrep@gmail.com

CONVERTING COORDINATOR
Summary of Primary Job Responsibilities Main
responsibility is to schedule production with
vendors, mainly domestic. Handle inventory in
various locations. Familiar with local mills and
sources. Other duties as assigned. Qualifica‐
tions Bachelor’s Degree preferred, min. 5
years experience in textile and apparel indus‐
try. Detailed orientated and good organiza‐
tional skills. Ability to participate as a team
member in a fast paced environment. Profi‐
cient in MS Office, must have Excel experi‐
ence. For immediate consideration, please
send resumes to: Recruitingapparel@gmai.com
IMPORT & SOURCING COORDINATOR
FOR DRESS COMPANY
Assist in all aspects of product development
from design to production; Initiate tech packs
& spec sheets; Review sample garments to
ensure optimum fit, appearance and quality;
Follow up on samples throughout the produc‐
tion process; Communicate with vendors daily
to ensure timely production and product re‐
quirements. Please e-mail resume and contact
information to: Edwina@beedarlin.com
PRODUCTION PATTERNMAKER
Growing Co. in Carson, CA seeks exp., Pattern
Maker with min. 10 yrs. exp. Fast Pace with
Tuka exp. pref. Email res: recruitingapparel@
gmail.com
DESIGN ASSISTANT - F/T OR P/T
Hollywood-based high-end designer/manufac‐
turer seeks experienced assistant to help with
all aspects of line development. Must have
knowledge of PA D Patternmaking System.
Great artisanal environment. Email resume &
salary req. to rebecca@elainekim.com.
SAMPLE COORDINATOR
Coordinate production of customer samples
from design through production, send out
samples for approvals. All candidates send in
res. w/ sal. hist. to: resumesap151@gmail.com

For classified advertising information: call Jeffery 213-627-3737 ext. 280,
email classifieds@apparelnews.net or visit www.apparelnews.net/classifieds
to place your ad in our self-serve system

TRIM COORDINATOR
Must have at least 3+ yrs. exp. in ordering
price tickets, upc stickers, hang tags, size
strips. Previous exp. with Majors, Boutique &
Specialty Stores preferred. Exp. with Excel a
must. All candidates send in resumes w/salary
history to: job4891@gmail.com
WAREHOUSE ASSISTANT
ASSIST IN PACKING AND SHIPPING STORES,
WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT AND QC FOR
CLOTHING COMPANY. MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE
IN APPAREL COMPANY ENVIRONMENT. COM‐
PUTER SKILLS REQ'D. PLEASE EMAIL RESUME:
arcla101@gmail.com
1ST PATTERNMAKER/ASSISTANT
Looking for experience junior sportswear 1st
pattern maker/assistant please send resume
to Carlos@houseofgomez.com

Real Estate
GARMENT BUILDINGS
Mercantile Center 500 sq. ft. - 16,500 sq. ft.
Priced Right. Full Floors 4500 sq ft., LightsRacks-New Paint Power Parking AvailableGood Freight. Call 213-627-3754 Design Pat‐
ternmaker Garment Lofts 300 sq ft-1,000 sq
ft. Call 213-627-3755

Buy, Sell and Trade
WE BUY FABRIC!
Excess rolls, lots, sample yardage, small to
large qty's. ALL FABRICS! fabricmerchants.com
Steve 818-219-3002 or Fabric Merchants 323267-0010
•WE BUY FABRIC!
WE BUY FABRIC! No lot too small or large. In‐
cluding sample room inventories Silks,
Woolens, Denim, Knits, Prints, Solids Apparel
and home furnishings fabrics Contact Marvin
or Michael STONE HARBOR (323) 277-2777
GIANT PARKING LOT SALE!!
Three Dots LLC. luxury clothing brand is hav‐
ing a HUGE parking lot sale!! Wholesale prices
are slashed on 1st quality designer clothing!
Friday August 14th from 10AM - 4PM & Satur‐
day August 15th from 10AM - 2PM 7340 Lamp‐
son ave. Garden Grove, CA 92841

Position Wanted
35 YRS EXP'D
1st/Prod. Patterns/Grading/Marking and Specs.
12 yrs on Pad System. In house/pt/freelance/
temporary in-house as well. Fast/Reliable. ALL
AREAS Ph. (626)792-4022
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EVER WONDER WHERE
THE PEOPLE WITH
ALL THE ANSWERS,
GET ALL THE ANSWERS?
The truth is, you don’t need to have all the
answers when you know someone who does.
At Marcum, our team members put to work
their decades of experience with retail and
consumer products to answer your toughest
questions quickly and effectively. Need some
answers? Ask Marcum. marcumllp.com

CALIFORNIA:
Ron Friedman, CPA
Retail and Apparel
Practice Co-Leader Partner
P: (310) 432-7414
C: (310) 629-0827
ron.friedman@marcumllp.com

marcum.indd 1

Lenny Gordon, CPA
Retail and Apparel
Practice Co-Leader Partner
P: (310) 432-7423
C: (310) 422-6000
lenny.gordon@marcumllp.com

Neil Prasad, CPA
Partner-in-Charge,
Los Angeles
P: (310) 432-7470
C: (310) 308-2221
neil.prasad@marcumllp.com

Nick Antonian, CPA, MBA
Retail and Apparel
Practice Director
P: (310) 432-7468
C: (818) 482-1222
nick.antonian@marcumllp.com

FLORIdA:
Ilyssa Blum, CPA
Retail and Apparel Partner
P: (954) 320-8020
C: (954) 673-5999
ilyssa.blum@marcumllp.com
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SOURCING NOTES

Cargo-Container Volumes Expected
to Grow Modestly This Year
Despite massive congestion problems plaguing the West
Coast ports earlier this year, cargo-container volumes for imported goods are expected to rise 4.2 percent this year compared
with last year.
For the first half of 2015, import numbers were up a little
more at 6.5 percent, rising to 18 million 20-foot containers, according to the monthly “Global Port Tracker” report, released
by the National Retail Federation in conjunction with Hackett Associates.
This month, with importers bringing in merchandise for the
holiday season, the number of cargo containers coming into the
nation’s major ports will inch up 3.6 percent over last August.
“Consumers might be out buying back-to-school supplies,
but toys and sweaters are starting to show up on the docks,” said
Jonathan Gold, the NRF’s vice president for supply chain and
customs policy. “There are still some lingering congestion issues,
but retailers are working with their supply-chain partners to make
sure all of that merchandise flows smoothly to store shelves.”
An improving economy is translating into more imports coming through U.S. ports. In June, traffic at the ports was up 6.2
percent from the previous year, and July saw a 6 percent uptick
in container volumes.
For the rest of the year, ports will experience some see-saw
activity. September is forecast to be down 0.1 percent, October
will be up 1.2 percent, November will see a 4.5 percent jump,
and December will see a 2.8 percent decrease in import volumes.
The good news is that some retailers are paying less to transport their merchandise this year, thanks to the use of more largecapacity ships by ocean carriers. Hackett Associates founder
Ben Hackett said the increased capacity has driven down rates,
but the relief could be short lived because some lines have already canceled voyages to counteract the trend.
“We are seeing complete chaos on the high seas in terms of
the amount of capacity available and the level of spot freight
rates,” Hackett said. “One has to wonder why carriers cannot
match supply to demand. The end result will likely be a highly
volatile situation of freight rates moving up and down.”
—Deborah Belgum

LAS VEGAS SEMINAR CALENDAR
AUGUST 16
“Knowing the Ins and Outs of
Sourcing: A Primer for New and MidSize Brands and Retailers,” a panel
featuring Daisy & Blu CEO Sherry
West; About Sources President Susan
Power; White Plum Founder/Creative
Director Hilary Zwahlen; Shinyhub.
com CEO Justin Chen; and moderator
Frances Harder, president of Fashion
Business Inc.
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
1–2 p.m.
The National Shoe Retailers
Association (NSRA) Presents “How to
Build a Frontline That Will Build Your
Bottom Line,” featuring Mel Kleiman,
certified consultant and author
of “Hire Tough, Manage Easy”
Las Vegas Convention Center
South Hall, Level 2, Room S229
1–2:15 p.m.
The National Shoe Retailers
Association (NSRA) Presents “The
Nordstrom Way to Customer Service
Excellence,” featuring Robert Spector,
founder of Robert Spector Consulting
and author of “The Nordstrom Way:
The Inside Story of America’s Number
One Customer-Service Company”
Las Vegas Convention Center
South Hall, Level 2, Room S229
2:30–3:45 p.m.
“The New Tech/Smart Textile
Movement: A Seminar for Beginners
to Industry Leaders,” a panel featuring
Columbus Consulting Partner Nancy
Marino, AATCC Technical Director
Diana Wyman, North Carolina State
University Assistant Industry Liaison
Tom Snyder, WWA Advisors Wearable
Technology Services’ Despina
Papadopoulos and moderator David
Hinks, interim dean of North Carolina
State College of Textiles
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
2:30–3:30 p.m.
The National Shoe Retailers
Association (NSRA) Presents
“Demystifying Business Valuation
for Independent Footwear Retailers,”
featuring Theresa Zeidler-Shonat,
manager, director of business

valuation practice at Smith &
Gesteland LLP
Las Vegas Convention Center
South Hall, Level 2, Room S229
“Tools for Bringing Your Brand to
Life in Social Media,” featuring Noah
Buck, client strategist with Matte
Black
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
4–5 p.m.
“American Small Batch
Manufacturing,” a panel featuring
Maker’s Row Founder and CEO
Matthew Burnett, DNA Group Factory
Founder and CEO Alex Snyder,
Maker’s Row Founder and CMO Tanya
Menendez, JLD Studios founder
Jennifer Diana, and Modern Vice
Founder Jordan Adoni
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
5:30–6:30 p.m.

AUGUST 17
Sterne Agee Presents “Fall ’15 And
Spring ’16 Women’s Fashion Trend
Outlook,” featuring Shoe Carnival
EVP and GMM Carl Scibetta, Caleres
CEO and Chairman Diane Sullivan,
M-82 Stylist and Designer George
McCracken, and moderator Sam
Poser, managing director of Sterne
Agee CRT
Las Vegas Convention Center
South Hall, Level 2, Room S229
8–9 a.m.
“New Store Seminar: Know Your
Show Floor ABCs,” featuring Global
Purchasing Companies Director
Mercedes Gonzalez and MAGIC Retail
Specialist Sandy Shapiro
Las Vegas Convention Center
Buyer’s Suite, Level 1, Room N115
9–10 a.m.
“Wearables Are Not Just for Techies
but for the Fashion Industry as Well,”
featuring Sandra Lopez, director of
strategic alliances for fashion at Intel
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
9:30–10:30 a.m.
Pensole Footwear Design Academy
Presents “The Future of Footwear:

Design and Technology,” featuring
D’wayne Edwards, founder of the
Pensole Footwear Design Academy
Las Vegas Convention Center
South Hall, Level 2, Room S229
10–11 a.m.
“Believable Branding: Creating
Authentic Influencer Partnerships,” a
panel featuring Swim Social Account
Executive Jordan-Risa Santos, By Lisa
Linh manager and blogger Lisa Linh,
Polka Dots & Sailor Stripes founder/
blogger Ashley Guyatt, and moderator
Noah Buck, client strategist at Matte
Black
Las Vegas Convention Center
Central Hall, WWD Social House, Booth
73012
10:30–11:30 a.m.
“Follow the Path to Global Success,”
a panel featuring Joshua Teitelbaum,
deputy assistant secretary for textiles,
consumer goods and materials at
the U.S. Department of Commerce
International Trade Administration;
Steven Willoughby, marketing
manager at Dupont; and moderator
Julia Hughes, president of the United
States Fashion Industry Association
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N251
10:30–11:30 a.m.
Footwear News Presents “Spring ’16
Trends Discussion,” a panel featuring
H Williams designer and founder
Heather Williams; The Brooklyn
Footwear Company cofounders Jury
Artola and Olga Grib; and moderator
Christian Allaire, assistant fashion
editor of Footwear News
Las Vegas Convention Center
South Hall, Level 2, Room S229
11 a.m.–noon
Fashion Snoops Presents “Women’s
Global Trend Stories + Cultural
Connections For F/W 16/17,” featuring
Melissa Moylan, creative director—
womenswear for Fashion Snoops
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
11:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
“Flexible Free Trade: What Is in the
Pipeline That Could Affect Where
You Source?” a panel featuring Eric
Randrasana, special adviser on AGOA

to the president of the Republic of
Madagascar; Edward Hertzman,
publisher of Sourcingjournal.com;
Joan Mudget, director supply-chain
excellence for WWA Advisors; Rajiv
Malik, board member, Made in a Free
World / former VP global sourcing at
Gap Inc. and Old Navy; and moderator
Tom Travis, managing partner with
Sandler, Travis & Rosenberg
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N251
Noon–1 p.m.
“Show Me the Money!” featuring
Paul Erickson, VP of client services
for RMSA
Las Vegas Convention Center
Buyer’s Suite, Level 1, Room N115
Noon–1 p.m.
“Evolution From Blogger to Brand
With Emily Schuman of Cupcakes &
Cashmere,” featuring Emily Schuman,
founder of Cupcakes & Cashmere,
and Noah Buck, client strategist with
Matte Black
Las Vegas Convention Center
Central Hall, WWD Social House, Booth
73012
1–2 p.m.
Modern Pulse and The Bromley
Group Present: “The Art Of Footwear
Success: The 3 Most Influential
Elements to Build Your Footwear
Business,” a panel featuring Modern
Pulse Principal Partner and Business
Adviser Len Pesko, Modern Pulse
Principal Partner and Product
Specialist Deborah Cianciotta, The
Bromley Group Principal Karen
Bromley, and The Bromley Group
Creative Director R. Scott French
Las Vegas Convention Center
South Hall, Level 2, WSA@MAGIC,
Booth 91400
1–2 p.m.
“Desirable Wearables: The Future
Is Here,” featuring Syuzi Pakchyan,
founder of Fashioningtechnology.com
and user experience lead for BCGDV
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
1:30–2:30 p.m.
“Shopthefloor: The Digital
Marketplace That’s Transforming How
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The only single-step solution
for textile printing
Combining Kornit’s advanced
technology, world leading
NeoPigment™ inks, and integrated
pretreatment process, the Kornit
Allegro offers the industry’s most
advanced digital pigment printing
solution for textile and garment
application all from your own facility!
The fastest
way from file to
finished goods

One ink set
for multiple
fabric types

Eco-friendly
dry process

Visit us at Sourcing at Magic
Booth #SP65311!

Bringing Textile Printing

Back Home
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Capabilities that inspire

KNITTING

DESIGN

R&D

DYEING

PRINTING

FINISHING

For over 25 years, we have manufactured our collection of more
than 4,000 European-quality fabrics in our Los Angeles-based
facility. We offer faster deliveries, superior quality control, and
vertically-integrated services for all major fashion categories.

texollini.com
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MADE IN AMERICA

Specialty Product, Domestic
Supply Chain
Kentwool’s new performance apparel division expands its
U.S.-made product mix beyond golf and socks.
By John McCurry Contributing Writer

has gained widespread acceptance among
pro and amateur golfers, but its reputation has spread beyond golf. The socks are
Location increasingly matters when it
sought after by manufacturing workers and
comes to where apparel products are made.
others whose jobs require standing for long
One company experiencing this is Kentperiods of time.
wool, a venerable South Carolina–based
In addition to 100 percent wool yarn,
company that has become known in recent
the socks include yarn
made from coconut fibers, which serve to reduce odor and abrasion,
and textured nylon,
which adds ventilation.
“I knew the brand
and product was good,
but I didn’t know how
widely known it was,”
M u r p h y s a i d . “ We
conducted an online
consumer survey of
Kentwool loyalists and
found consumers love
the product and have
a passion for it. Commitment to the product
is extremely high. That
was good news.”
That survey found
that it does matter to
fans of Kentwool’s golf
sock that they are made
in the U.S. The typical
purchaser of the socks
is male, in his mid-50s
and has high disposable
income.
“We think that being
made in the U.S. not
only ensures the quality
and craftsmanship but
is of great marketing
value,” Murphy said.
“We like the flexibility
that a shorter lead time
offers.”
Building a U.S.based supply chain
requires finding good
suppliers and manufacturing partners. That
hasn’t been a challenge
thus far for Kentwool,
which has been working with some of the
well-known names in
the knitting business
for its sock production,
including Wigwam of
Sheboygan, Wis. About
half of Kentwool’s sock
sales are through golf
shops, and half are online. Black and natural
are the most popular
colors for the socks, but
color drives purchasing decisions, and the
DOMESTIC SINCE 1841: Family-operated Kentwool has been
making socks in the United States for 172 years. The company
company is planning
recently surveyed its consumers and found that Kentwool’s domestic
on offering team colors
manufacturing was part of the reason for those consumers’ brand
for high school, college
loyalty.
and pro sports.
Venerable Kentwool is a true survivor in
years for its high-end, high-tech golf socks.
the textile industry. The Greenville, S.C.–
Dan Murphy, who spent 11 years with
headquartered company has evolved and
golf-ball manufacturer Bridgestone, rediversified over the last several years. The
cently joined Kentwool as president of its
company was founded in Pennsylvania in
new performance apparel division. Murphy
1843 and been family owned and operated
is charged with taking the division beyond
ever since.
its golf socks into other areas. The sock,
Chief Executive Officer Mark Kent is
which retails for $20 a pair, has achieved
considerable success in just a few years. It
➥ Made in America page 6
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TECH NOTES

Infor to Acquire GT Nexus
New York–based technology solutions
provider Infor announced it plans to acquire GT Nexus, the Oakland, Calif.–based
global trade and logistics platform, for
$675 million.
The deal is expected to be finalized in
September following regulatory approval.
There are approximately 25,000 customers—including adidas Group, Caterpillar,
Columbia Sportswear, DHL, Home Depot, Levi Strauss & Co., Maersk, Pfizer,
Procter & Gamble and UPS—using GT
Nexus’ cloud-based network.
Infor is a supplier of ERP (enterprise resource planning) and PLM (product lifecycle management) software. There are more
than 3,200 fashion and retail businesses
using the Infor CloudSuite Fashion, according to the company, which says many
of those clients are also using GT Nexus.
Together, the two companies will help businesses improve sales, operations and production planning by integrating merchandising, marketing and demand data. Companies can also track the status of work-inprocess orders still in production through
the Infor system as well as any production
changes through Infor’s PLM solution.
“Together, Infor and GT Nexus will provide customers with unprecedented visibility
into their supply chains to manage production and monitor goods in transit and at rest,”
said Charles Phillips, Infor chief executive
officer, in a statement. “In a complex, highvelocity supply chain, all partners need to

know what was ordered, when it was built,
where it is in transit, if the order has changed
and has it cleared customs. Specialization
and speed are moving the future of manufacturing into the commerce cloud.”
GT Nexus’ global order-management
system allows retail, fashion and manufacturing companies to collaborate with suppliers and manage shipments to customers,
distribution centers and retail outlets.
Buyers and suppliers access the GT Nexus network through their order-management
system. Order information is sent by buyers
through GT Nexus to suppliers, financial
institutions, freight carriers and logistics
providers. GT Nexus manages “the master
record of the order across multiple partners” for the entire network. The company
also facilitates more than $20 billion in payments between buyers and their suppliers in
90 countries and in 8 currencies, according
to a company statement.
“Infor is a great home for GT Nexus, and
we’re excited to join forces with a company
with a strong manufacturing, retail and supply-chain pedigree,” said Sean Feeney, CEO
of GT Nexus, in a company statement.
Infor also has a social collaboration
platform, Infor Ming.le, for managing
“unstructured processes within the supply
chain,” and Infor Rhythm is the company’s
omni-channel e-commerce platform.
For more information, visit www.infor.
com and www.gtnexus.com.
—Alison A. Nieder

MADE IN AMERICA

Made in America Continued from page 4

Over 30 Years
Experience

garment supplies
sewing supplies
custom made buttons
office supplies
machine parts

SHIPPING
AVAILABLE

3216 S Broadway, Los Angeles, CA 90007
213.749.9970
www.DaraIncUSA.com
info@daraincusa.com
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the fifth generation of his family to run the
company, which now has three divisions:
Kentwool Manufacturing, Kentwool Performance Apparel and Kentwool Development, which owns commercial real estate.
But it’s the textile business that is still the
core of the company, and Kent said it’s
poised for growth.
“I think back in the 1990s everyone was
looking for a way to save the business—
how to survive, circle the wagons and protect themselves in an industry that was rapidly moving offshore and contracting upon
itself,” said Kent, who has been running the
company since the passing of his father,
Warren, in 1992. “We’ve been very fortunate in the last few years that we have continually grown our manufacturing business,
albeit incrementally, but we have grown.”
Kent is bullish on the future of the American textile industry. He says the industry’s
most difficult period was between 1992 and
2002, when the dust began to settle following a decade of decimation and shifting
business in favor of offshore production. He
says there were some key ingredients then
and now that give hope to the industry’s survivors. The first is low-cost power, which
is not available everywhere in the world.
Secondly, he says, the industry has survived
several waves of low-cost Asian labor. He
says the ingredients are in place for a slow,
steady growth of the textile industry.
“What I see is a far more adaptable, flexible American industry. It used to be a lot of
battleships out there, not a lot of speed boats
that could turn quickly and do things differently,” Kent said. “Now, I might argue that
there are more of those speed boats. They
are more aggressive, able to get new ideas to
the market faster than ever before.”
Kentwool will debut a line of performance underwear and a line of sweater
vests for golfers this fall. Like the success-

ful Kentwool golf socks, these products will
be made entirely in the U.S. The underwear
will be manufactured in South Carolina.
Kentwool does all of the design and development of products and has developed an
all-American supply chain. But Kent says
that with the shrinkage of the textile industry over the past 15 years, he wasn’t sure
how easy it would be to put together a U.S.centric supply chain.
“Initially, I didn’t know if the skill and
the talent was still here to be able to produce
what we needed,” Kent said. “But after a
while I was amazed to find that not only was
the talent still here, but certain little niches
were still growing. We have been trying to
help cultivate that. Our big push and our
selling point is ‘Made in the USA.’”
Kentwool’s primary product is wool
yarn. End uses include apparel, automotive
and medical products. Apparel has been the
company’s biggest market. The company’s
largest customer is St. John Knits of Irvine, Calif. In the outdoor trade, Kentwool’s
yarns can be found in high-tech socks made
by Wigwam Mills and SmartWool. Yarn
produced at the company’s Pickens, S.C.,
plant also goes into products as diverse as
men’s suits and first-responder burn blankets used for fire victims.
“We had developed this sock that we
knew was the world’s best golf sock, and
what I wanted to do next was fit the golfer
head to toe,” Kent said. “I didn’t know when
we started this program that while the sole
destination of this sock was golf, because
of its performance characteristics, we have
people running in it, we have people hiking in it, exercising, doing yoga, climbing
mountains. It’s exceeded my expectations
of what it could do performance-wise. We
hope that the next product we come out with
will do the same thing and will continue to
live that long.” ●
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A Tale of Two Companies: How Tukatech is
transforming the manufacture of everything
from anti-gravity suits to the standard T

I

modify a cutting machine to hot-cut the paraIt is a testament to Tukatech’s versatility
chute fabric for the bags. “It was a very unique
that Vinyl Technology Inc., producers of antiapplication that he was able to help us out
gravity suits for Air Force and Navy fighter
with,” Mollura recalls. And he has kept in touch
pilots, and Tipsy Inc., producers of souvenir
with Sareen ever since.
T-shirts for iconic American sites such as the
With Vinyl Technology’s new business
White House, are both using Tukatech technoldemands, “we had the need to cut more plys
ogy.
of material for the G-suits, and our current
This is a point of pride for Ram Sareen,
machine wasn’t able to give us the results,”
the visionary behind Tukatech, the industry’s
Mollura says. “I challenged Ram to see if his
leading provider of software and hardware
machines could do a better job. He took a look,
technology, that his products are not only
made some tests, and very quickly he came up
adaptable to a wide range of apparel-related
with a solution. We tested it out and we decided
businesses, large and small, but can be vital to
to go with the machine shortly thereafter.” The
their success. Case in point is the very differTUKAcut D600 is scheduled to be installed in
ent situations of these two longstanding Los
the next few weeks.
Angeles area–based clients.
Tipsy Inc., one of Tukatech’s more traditional
Vinyl Technology, located in Monrovia, is
apparel industry clients, which has an 80-ema 375-employee, high-tech facility that does
ployee manufacturing facility in the City of Verradio frequency heat sealing of plastic materinon, also has a need for volume. Tipsy produces
als that need to be airtight—things like hazmat
souvenir T-shirts and sweatshirts for museums,
suits and medical products. The larger part of
national parks—“any tourist place, mainly,”
its business, however, is what the company’s
explains Paul Singh, Tipsy’s vice president.
president, Dan Mollura, terms “industrial sewWith volume of about 1 million items per
ing.” Vinyl Technology’s anti-gravity suits are
year, Tipsy invested about six years ago in
equipped with air bladders that inflate during
TUKAcad. “With its marking and grading
flight to keep blood flowing to the pilot’s brain
program, we saved a lot of fabric; our waste is
to avoid “G-loc”—loss of consciousness.
minimal,” Singh says. An added bonus, he goes
With lucrative Defense Department conon, was the program’s ability to put different
tracts, Vinyl Technology is in an enviable posistyles together on the same marker, since Tipsy
tion at the moment. “Our business is growing
often uses the same fabric for different items.
within a market that is not growing,” Mollura
“Whatever we paid to buy the software,” says
explains. “The pie isn’t getting any bigger,
Singh, “we recovered in six months.”
but our portion is increasing. And following a
This year, the company invested in a
trend of the government replacing older tech
Vinyl Technology’s G-suit
Tukatech automatic cutting machine as well,
suits with newer tech suits, we’re one of two
and Singh already has seen a difference in the speed, precision, and
companies qualified to make these new tech G-suits. And we are the
volume—“at least 20 percent more than with the previous cutter.”
primary supplier.” To handle the increasing demand, Vinyl TechnolIts user-friendly interface also has made an impact. “Before, we used
ogy needed to increase its production capacity quickly.
to have only one person who knew the machine,” Singh says. “Now
The company had already invested in TUKAcad design software
everyone knows it. It’s that easy to understand.”
several years back. The relationship between Mollura and Sareen,
Most importantly to Tipsy, however, is Tukatech’s superb technihowever, goes back a great deal longer, to the days of the Space
cal support—another point of pride for Sareen. “The other cutter was
Shuttle program. Vinyl Technology had a contract to develop “sound
giving us a lot of problems,” Singh says. “The other company had no
attenuation bags”—fabric bags attached to the bottom of the booster
support—we would wait months and not hear from them. Our producrockets that would fill with water at liftoff to absorb sound and pretion would stop and we lost customers.
vent damage to the shuttle, then incinerate. Sareen helped Mollura
“The best thing about Tukatech,” he continues, “they call to find
out how things are, which is very important. If we have any issues,
their tech people come right away. That gives you peace of mind. Our
customers now have confidence in us.”
Both Mollura of Vinyl Technology and Singh of Tipsy point out the
great advantage that Tukatech is local. “They can come and answer
any question any day,” Singh says.
That support includes Sareen himself, always a valuable resource
for his clients. “Ram takes a personal interest,” Singh attests.
“He’s very helpful, very knowledgeable,” says Mollura. “He’s assisting us even with improving the layout of our cutting department
to provide better flow.”
“The point,” says Sareen, “is that technology is going to help
bring the jobs back to America. It’s not really just for large companies. Technology today is affordable. We cannot ignore the use of
technology to facilitate our growth. At Tukatech, we are providing
our garment-industry people with affordable technology and helping
Vinyl Technology’s “sound attenuation” fabric bags
them bring the jobs back to the U.S.”

Tipsy’s hoodies

“

We cannot
ignore the use
of technology
to facilitate
our growth. At
Tukatech, we
are providing
our garmentindustry people
with affordable
technology and
helping them
bring the jobs
back to the U.S.

”

—Ram Sareen

SUCCESS STORIES
info@tukatech.com
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Design-Driven Development
Epson’s new sublimation printer and inks are designed with fashion in mind.
By Alison A. Nieder Executive Editor

Print solution company Epson has the fashion industry in its sights, hoping to win designers over with the
promise of creating their own graphic prints on demand.
Epson’s existing sublimation printers worked well
for prototypes and limited production runs, but apparel
makers told the company they needed a printer capable
of continuous printing at high speeds.
The company, which has offices in Long Beach,
Calif., is getting ready to roll out the latest in its SureColor F-Series of sublimation printers. The top-ofthe-new-line printer, the F9200, is a dual-printhead,
64-inch-width printer.
“This solution is specifically geared toward fashion,”
said Tim Check, Epson America’s product manager
for professional imaging. “The new technology that
we have coming out is based on what we’ve heard back
from fashion and sports apparel [companies and the] solutions that they need.”
Priced at $26,000, the F9200 is capable of printing
at “just over 1,000 square feet an hour,” Check said,
although production speed is typically more than 500
square feet an hour.
The F9200 uses the same printhead design as Epson’s earlier top-of-the-line model, the F7170, but there
are two of them and they’re staggered to improve speed.
“Every time it takes a pass over the paper, it’s printing over at least a 2-inch swatch. The two heads give it
twice the speed right off the bat,” Check said.
Also, the printer has dual sets of inks with a capacity
of 3 liters of ink per color, or 12 liters of ink total.
“In a high-production environment, you need to have
more ink,” Check said. “This system is really built for
24/seven production. You can keep it running, and the
printer sends you an email note when it runs low on ink
or paper. It really, truly can be an unattended printer.”

Epson enhanced the frame on which the F9200 sits
to keep it steady and reliable. “It’s built like a tank,”
Check said. “The system is built to last in an industrial
environment.”
The heavy frame helps wind the printed transfer paper tightly, Check said, to cut down on drift at the calendar press. “When it gets to the heat-transfer system,
it’s important that the paper stays put—it’s not drifting,”
Check said. “Having a very precisely tight-wound paper
is really important. A rigid frame helps produce much
tighter tolerances around the winding of that paper after
it’s been printed.”
There’s also an optional post heater to help dry the
ink prior to winding for companies using the printer in
high-humidity environments.
“While we love the printer to work in 72 degrees and
50 percent humidity, we realize the printer is going to
be used in many different places—from cold climates to
maybe down in Miami, where it’s 100 percent humidity
and maybe 90 degrees,” Check said. “The heating system will dry that paper before it reaches the take-up reel
so you don’t have any image being printed on the back
side of the paper.”
All of Epson’s new printers feature an improved print
carriage, which holds the printheads. “If someone accidentally left a pencil or pen in the print area—it does
happen—when the print carriage comes over it and hits
one of those things, it’s not going to damage the printheads,” Check said. “The printheads are protected by
the carriage that they sit within. [Also] if the paper starts
to curl a little bit while it’s on the platen, the carriage
will push the paper back down so you can continue to
use the printer without having the printheads dragging
across and potentially damaging the printer.”
The F9200 has a three-pass production mode, mean-

➥ Technology page 10

NEW BLACK: Epson is now offering HD Black, a new, high-definition
black that gets darker, richer blacks while using less ink. The image
at top was printed with the HD Black while the image at the bottom
features traditional black ink.

Blank Wholesale Distributor
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“It’s just a 44-inch width, and it’s not geared for roll-toroll. But it does have a built-in cutter, which makes it great
for roll-to-print or cut-and-sew applications when you print
just a pattern.” (The F6200 is also good for companies printing promotional items and signage or specialty items such as

money on ink and can switch to a lighter-weight transfer
paper for added savings, he said.
“It cuts down on your ink usage significantly, so you’re
ing the print carriage passes over the paper three times besaving a lot more money when you print,” Check said.
fore advancing.
Epson’s HD Black is priced the same as its standard
“We found the print quality we can get with three passes
ink, and the company
is above what we can
worked on the chemiget with any of our comcal formula to ensure
petitors running at a four
that the HD Black ink
pass. It’s almost what
would work well with
our competitors get runthe Epson printhead
ning a six pass, which is
and print system.
half the speed that our
“These high-density
printers are running at,”
blacks get sedimentaCheck said. “The printer
tion,” Check said. “If
has two printheads to go
[the ink] settles and
faster, but with this proyou get a plug, it could
duction mode, we’re able
damage the printhead.
to run faster at a lower
I t t o o k a l m o st t wo
pass count, making the
years to develop this
printer able to run sigink set. There really
nificantly faster where it
is a lot of chemistry
counts, which is producresearch and develoption speed.”
ment that went into this
Epson is also releasso you can use these
ing a single-printhead
NEW RELEASES: Epson is introducing three new SureColor F-series sublimation printers. The F9200, a dual printhead, 64-inch-width printer;
printers 24/seven.”
version of the 64-inch- the F7200, a single-printhead version of the 64-inch-width printer; and the F6200, a 44-inch-width model.
width printer, the F7200,
which is priced at
Spend and reward
photo printing on metal.)
$16,000. There’s also an entry level, 44-inch-width model,
The F6200 also has a high-capacity ink bottle, rather than
the F6200, which is priced at $8,500.
Epson sells its products as a complete system of printers,
a disposable cartridge, which will cut down on operating
All three printers use the same ink set. “It all comes down
inks, paper, software and service. The company has a recosts, Check said.
to the width and the speed that the systems run at,” Check said.
wards program that allows company owners to earn rewards
The F7200 is designed to be an easy-to-use system for
for purchasing ink and paper. The rewards can be used tocompanies looking to do on-demand and light production,
ward discounted service warrantees or even a new printer,
HD is the new black
Check said,
Check said.
“Maybe they don’t need to run 1,000 square feet per
“We provide a total solution,” he said. “There’s no finger
Epson is also introducing a new black called the “High
hour,” he said. “But they do have jobs that come in, and they
pointing when the paper doesn’t match up or when you’re
Density Black” or “HD Black.” Athletic apparel makers had
need to be able to print those and turn those around. It might
having issues with the ink or the printer is showing an error.
been asking for a richer, deeper black than was previously
be for a few items or 100 dresses or maybe for some signage
It’s one number to call. We’ll take care of any of the issues
available from Epson, Check said. Sports apparel makers
that’s going up for a trade show. The F7200 can get you in
you have.”
were looking for a rich black to make the colors and logos
the running at just over 600 square feet per hour and producThe new F-Series printers are expected to be ready to ship
on athletic jerseys pop and look clear and vivid, he said.
tion rate of about 240 square feet an hour.”
beginning Sept. 1.
Another benefit of the HD Black is it requires less ink
Check describes the F6200 as “our most versatile solution.”
For more information, visit www.epson.com. ●
than traditional blacks, Check said. As a result, users save
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LAS VEGAS SEMINAR CALENDAR

PHILIPS-BOYNE
CORPORATION

Seminar Calendar Continued from page 2

Est. 1949

O V E R S I x T Y- S I x Y E A R S S E R V I N G
THE DESIGN COMMUNITY

We are now carrying wide goods in
addition to our Japanese textiles!

Photographer: Tadashi Tawarayama
Store Name: CANVAS boutique & gallery
Our names: Jacqueline “Jac” Forbes, Arlington Forbes
Jac and Arlington shirts by CANVAS. MALIBU
Left: Maggie Barela, Sales Agent
Make-up by Kristy Goslin

Over 3 million yards of shirting weight cotton
wovens stockedin the New York area—
Making designers dreams come true!
Philips-Boyne Corporation
135 Rome Street
Farmingdale, NY 11735
P(631) 755-1230
F(631) 755-1259
www.philipsboyne.com
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You Shop,” featuring Vince Tsai, SVP
and general manager of Shopthefloor,
UBM Advanstar
Las Vegas Convention Center
Buyer’s Suite, Level 1, Room N115
1:30–2:30 p.m.
“Discovering S/S 2016 Trends From
Trade Shows and European Retail:
Key Learnings for Retail Sell-Through”
presented by Trendstop
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
2:45–3:45 p.m.
“Fashion in Flux: The Ongoing Flow
Toward the Future With a Focus on
Spring 2016,” featuring The Doneger
Group Creative Director David Wolfe
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N237
3–4 p.m.
“How to Open and Run a Successful
Retail Store,” featuring Mercedes
Gonzalez, director of Global Purchasing
Companies
Las Vegas Convention Center
Buyer’s Suite, Level 1, Room N115
3–4 p.m.
‘Making Paper: A Sales-Driven
Approach to Collaborating With
Influencers,” a panel featuring Vanilla
Extract blogger Nichole Ciotti; Stiletto
Beats blogger Emily Cholakian; Linh
Winn blogger Linh Nguyen; and
moderator Noah Buck, client strategist
with Matte Black
Las Vegas Convention Center
Central Hall, WWD Social House, Booth
73012
3–4 p.m.
Apparel Magazine’s 9th Annual
Sourcing Summit: “Breakthroughs in
Sourcing From Concept to Delivery,” a
panel featuring Levi Strauss & Co. VP
Product Development and Sourcing
Bryan Riviere; Cabela Senior Director
of Commercialization Adi Zukerman;
Homtex Inc. President Jeremy Wootten;
Kurt Salmon partner Cort Jacoby; and
moderator Tony Ward, senior partner
with Kurt Salmon
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N251
3:30–5 p.m.
“What’s Your Story? Branding &
Marketing Essentials in the Digital
Age,” featuring Matthew Thornton,
principal of Armchair Studio LLC
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
4–5 p.m.
“Long Live Denim,” a discussion with
Levi’s SVP Global Design Jonathan
Cheung, Francois Girbaud, Lot Stock
& Barrel founder and Art Director
Benjamin Phillips, The Jean Shop
founder Eric Goldstein, Nordstrom DMM
Men’s Tina Aniversario, Isko Global
Marketing Director Marco Lucietti,
Flaunt founder and Publisher Luis
Barajas, and WGSN’s Amy Leverton.
Sponsored by WGSN, Flaunt and Moet
Hennesey
Shanghai Lily at Mandalay Bay Hotel
and Casino
5–7 p.m.
“It’s Not Only About Price: Sourcing for
Profit While Being Ethical,” featuring
Mercedes Gonzalez, director of Global
Purchasing Companies
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
5:30–6:30 p.m.

The NPD Group Presents: “Fashion
and Athletic Footwear—2015 Review
and Outlook,” a panel featuring
Matt Powell, vice president, industry
analysis sports and leisure trends for
The NPD Group, and Beth Goldstein,
executive director and industry analyst
for The NPD Group
Las Vegas Convention Center
South Hall, Level 2, Room S229
9–10 a.m.
American Apparel and Footwear
Association (AAFA) Presents: “The
Promulgation of State Chemical
Regulations—Where Does It End?”
featuring Nate Herman, vice president
of international trade for the AAFA
Las Vegas Convention Center
South Hall, Level 2, WSA@MAGIC, Booth
91400
10–11 a.m.
Special Session: “Doing The Right
Thing Now for Fashion’s Future,” a
panel featuring Eileen Fisher Director
of Social Consciousness Amy Hall;
Fashion 4 Development Senior Adviser
on Sourcing and Innovations and
PVH Corp. Senior Director of Global
Sourcing/Innovation and Product
Development Jeanine Ballone; Made
in a Free World CEO Justin Dillon; and
moderator Katherine Stein, director of
international business development,
SGS Consumer Goods & Retail
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N251
10–11 a.m.
“It’s Only Fashion: Empowering
Creativity With Female Voices,” a panel
featuring Katharine Brandes, cofounder
and creative director of BB Dakota;
Lauren Osterstock, consulting director
of branded content for BB Dakota; and
moderator Barbara Ende, president of
the Sycamore Marketing Group Inc.
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
10:30–11:30 a.m.
“The Influencer Campaign Checklist,”
a panel featuring Matte Black Brand
and Editorial Marketing Manager
Delanie Billman; Swim Social Account
Executive Jordan-Risa Santos; By
Lisa Linh manager and blogger Lisa
Linh; and moderator Noah Buck, client
strategist with Matte Black
Las Vegas Convention Center
Central Hall, WWD Social House, Booth
73012
10:30–11:30 a.m.
If You Are Importing Anything—You
Need to Know the New Rules,”
featuring Laurie Mease, international
trade specialist with the U.S.
Department of Commerce, Office of
Textiles and Apparel (OTEXA)
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N251
11:15 a.m.–12:15 p.m.
“Grow Your Business With Email and
Social Media,” featuring Ron Cates,
digital marketing expert with Constant
Contact
Las Vegas Convention Center
Buyer’s Suite, Level 1, Room N115
Noon–1 p.m.
“How to Enrich the Online Shopping
Experience With Curation, Storytelling
and Editorial Content: A Q&A With
Styled By Noir Founder Stephanie
Jenkins,” featuring Stephanie
Jenkins, founder of Styled By Noir, and
moderator Marcy Medina, West Coast
Bureau Chief of WWD
AUGUST 18
Las Vegas Convention Center
PDScommerce Presents: “How
Central Hall, WWD Social House, Booth
to Boost Your Online Conversion
73012
Rates: What Sales Are You Leaving
Noon–1 p.m.
on the Table?” a panel featuring
“Jumping Into Omni-Channel: Doing It
PDScommerce Senior Ecommerce
Now,” featuring Jeff Streader, former
Business Analyst Jennifer Conforti; BBC
COO of Billabong, and Brett Trent, SVP
International VP of International Sales
of digital retail for Rue21
Seth Campbell; Klarna North America
Las Vegas Convention Center
CEO Brian Billingsley; Avalara Partner
North Hall, Level 2, Room N251
Sales Manager Michelle Baggett; and
12:30–1:30 p.m.
moderator Kevin Kennedy, founder and
“Wearable Innovators: The Intersection
CEO of PDScommerce
of Technology and Fashion,” featuring
Las Vegas Convention Center
Madison Maxey, cofounder of
South Hall, Level 2, Room S229
Thecrated.Com
8–9 a.m.
Las Vegas Convention Center
“Game Changer: The Stretchable
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
Electronic Ink Enabling Smart
12:30–1:30 p.m.
Clothing,” featuring Dr. Michael
Burrows, segment manager for Dupont Footwear Distributors and Retailers
of America (FDRA) Presents
Las Vegas Convention Center
“Omnisourcing in an Omni-Channel
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
World,” featuring Matt Priest, FDRA
9–10 a.m.
President, and N. Mohan, Vice
“How to Compete With Department
President of Tata International
Stores,” featuring Paul Erickson, VP
Las Vegas Convention Center
Client Services with RMSA
South Hall, Level 2, WSA@MAGIC, Booth
Las Vegas Convention Center
91400
Buyer’s Suite, Level 1, Room N115
2–3 p.m.
9–10 a.m.

Must Attend: “How to Build a Footwear
Empire,” a panel featuring Titan
Industries CEO Andrea Bernholtz;
Shoesareyou.com footwear expert
Meghan Cleary; Titan Industries
Design Director Nicolas Huneault; and
moderator Barbara Ende, president of
Sycamore Marketing Group Inc.
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N251
2:15–3:15 p.m.
Fashion Snoops Presents “Men’s
Global Trend Stories + Cultural
Connections for F/W 16/17,” featuring
Michael Fisher, creative director for
menswear, lifestyle and culture at
Fashion Snoops
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
2:30–3:30 p.m.
“How to Attract, Retain and Engage
New Customers,” featuring Ron Cates,
digital marketing expert with Constant
Contact
Las Vegas Convention Center Buyer’s
Suite, Level 1, Room N115
3–4 p.m.
“Power of the Snap: Why Influencers
are Flocking to Snapchat, and How
Brands Can Get Involved,” panel
featuring Vanilla Extract Blogger
Nichole Ciotti; Linh Winn Blogger Linh
Nguyen; Polka Dots & Sailor Stripes
founder/blogger Ashley Guyatt; and
moderator Noah Buck, client strategist
for Matte Black
Las Vegas Convention Center
Central Hall, WWD Social House, Booth
73012
3–4 p.m.
“Revealing Color’s New Direction for
Autumn/Winter 2016/17—Pantone +
AAATC,” featuring Laurie Pressman,
vice president of the Pantone Color
Institute
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N251
3:45–4:45 p.m.
“How to Increase Your Profits Through
Better Trend Execution: Translating
Trend Concepts Into Successful
Products for Fall 2016–17,” presented
by Trendstop
Las Vegas Convention Center North Hall,
Level 2, Room N250
4:30–5:30 p.m.
“Social Media Is Like Owning a Store,”
featuring Lindsay Anvik, CEO of See
Endless Inc.
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
5:30–6:30 p.m.

AUGUST 19
“What Is EMV (Europay/ Mastercard/
Visa) and How Can I Be Prepared for
The 10/1/15 Deadline?” featuring Colt
Riley, VP of Operations for Big Hairy
Dog Information Systems
Las Vegas Convention Center
North Hall, Level 2, Room N250
10–11 a.m.
“Wow Customer Service,” featuring
Mercedes Gonzalez, director of Global
Purchasing Companies
Las Vegas Convention Center
Buyer’s Suite, Level 1, Room N115
10–11 a.m.
“Social in Motion: The Rising
Importance of Video,” a panel featuring
Vanilla Extract Blogger Nichole Ciotti;
Linh Winn Blogger Linh Nguyen; Polka
Dots & Sailor Stripes Founder/Blogger
Ashley Guyatt; and moderator Noah
Buck, client strategist for Matte Black
Las Vegas Convention Center
Central Hall, WWD Social House, Booth
73012
10:30–11:30 a.m.
“He Said/He Said Redux,” a panel
featuring Alex Badia, fashion editor
of WWD and fashion director of M
Magazine; Christopher Kim, fashion
editor of Yahoo Style; and moderator
Chelsea Matthews, CEO and founder of
Matte Black
Las Vegas Convention Center
Central Hall, WWD Social House, Booth
73012
Noon-1 p.m.
“Your Top Eight Accessory Questions
Finally Answered!” featuring Karen
Giberson, president of the Accessories
Council
Las Vegas Convention Center
Buyer’s Suite, Level 1, Room N115
Noon–1 p.m.
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Supply Chain Resource Guide
AIMS360

110 E. 9th St., Suite A1169
Los Angeles, CA 90079
(310) 243-6652
www.aims360.com
info@aims360.com
Contact: Henry Cherner or Chris Walia
Products and Services: AIMS360 offers the most robust and
fully integrated apparel ERP software solution for manufacturers,
wholesalers, and importers of apparel, footwear, accessories, and
other fashion-related goods. AIMS360 offers complete inventory
management, time and action, multiple windows, high-level dashboards, custom reporting, and much more. AIMS360 Cloud-based
system reduces costs and runs on the latest .NET and Microsoft
SQL platforms. AIMS is a Microsoft Partner and Gold Competency
Holder in Application Development, Data Platform and Mobility, and
a QuickBooks Gold Developer. AIMS360 inventory-management
system provides the most professional and up-to-date applications
including: AIMS RemoteLink (order taking on the go for iPad and
Windows), AIMS EasyShop (online retail shopping cart), AIMS WebLink
(online wholesale shopping cart), AIMS GL Integration/POS Integration
with QuickBooks, UPS/FedEx/USPS shipping integration, Business
Intelligence, Multi-Warehouse (store inventory in multiple locations),
simple EDI integration, and much more! Connect AIMS 360 with any
third-party solution (examples: JOOR, NuOrder, Brandboom, Shopify,
Magento, etc.). Whether a small, medium or large business, AIMS is
your solution. Find out why thousands of customers have trusted AIMS
to run and grow their business. Increase your ROI, get AIMS360! For
more information, please visit our website at or call us today.

Buhler Quality Yarns Corp.

1881 Athens Highway
Jefferson, GA 30549
(706) 367-9834
www.buhleryarns.com
sales@buhleryarns.com
Contact: David Sasso
Products and Services: Get more than just yarn. In addition to the
industry’s best yarn, Buhler provides unsurpassed technical support,
transparency, and 20+ years of supply chain partnerships. Our
US-based facilities allow for quicker delivery and agile responsiveness
to market trends. Known throughout the industry for consistency, our
products are certified safe by Oeko-Tex Standard100, including supima
Cotton, MicroModal Edelweiss, MicroTENCEL, and various blends. Visit
our website at www.buhleryarn.com.

California Label Products

13255 S. Broadway
Los Angeles, CA 90061
(310) 523-5800
Fax: (310) 523-5858
Contact: Tasha
www.californialabel.com
info@californialabel.com
Products and Services: California Label Products has a great line
of domestic trims that are proudly Made in America. These products
consist of woven labels, printed labels, care labels, size tabs, custom
hangtags, heat transfers, and stickers. We also have a service bureau
for care labels and price tickets with a 48-hour turn time. Best of all,
we have an in-house Art Department, where our graphic arts team can
always help you with Brand Identity and Label Solutions! Check our
website for a full product list or call or email us.

Dara Inc.

3216 S Broadway
Los Angeles, CA 90007
www.daraincusa.com
(213) 749-9770
Products and Services: Established in August of 1984, Dara Inc. is
a credible distributor of the highest-quality trims, threads, notions,
beauty & nail art materials, as well as arts & crafts products; known
to apparel, arts & crafts, and beauty Industries. With over 30 years of

the highest quality of service, Dara Inc. has positioned itself as one of
the industry’s top leaders throughout Southern California as well as
received significant national and international recognition of excellence. Our most valuable asset is the ease of doing business due to
our huge array of products, making it a “one-stop-shop” for all of our
clientele’s needs. Visit us at Sourcing at MAGIC, Booth #FTP66107.

Design Knit Inc.

1636 Staunton Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90021
(213) 742-1234
Fax: (213) 748-7110
www.designknit.com
shalat@designknit.com
Contact: Shala Tabassi
Products and Services: Design Knit, Inc. is a knit-to-order mill based
in Los Angeles specializing in the development and production of
high-quality, sheer to heavyweight knits for the designer and contemporary markets. They will be featuring new innovations including, but
not limited to: Cashmere, cotton, linen, silk, wool, rayon and Modal
blends. ProModal , Tencel , MircoTencel , Supima blends including
our luxe collection. Denim inspired knits. Cut-and-sew sweater knits.
Introducing a new fashion-forward activewear collection.

1945-2015
Seventy years of news,
fashion and information

CEO/PUBLISHER

TERRY MARTINEZ

www.dgexpo.net
(212) 804.8243
Products and Services: DG Expo Fabric & Trim Show is a two-day
show featuring U.S. and Canadian companies with low minimums
and many with in-stock programs. DG Expo focuses on the needs
of designers, small manufacturers (producing apparel, accessories,
home furnishings, and other sewn products), plus private-label retailers, fabric stores, and event/party planners. In addition to the two-day
show, there is a three-day seminar program focused on business
growth and profitability, plus textile classes. Our next Miami show
takes places Sept. 9-10. Our San Francisco show is Nov. 22-23. Visit
our website for details and to register.

263 W. 38th St., 5th Floor
New York, NY 10001
(800) 364-8003, Ext. 309
sales@emsig.com
www.emsig.com
Products and Services: Emsig—producers of smarter buttons for
the past 87 years. What makes a button smart? We produce melamine
buttons in the U.S.A., many out of 100 percent recycled resin. Buttons
that resist the growth of bacteria. Good for medical and children’s
apparel. Our buttons do not contain iron oxide or materials that have
toxic properties. They are fire-resistant and are U.L.-approved. We
produce shirt buttons that can be laundered over 200 times without
loss of color, finish or strength. They can take pounds per square inch
of 1,800 P.S.I. We make buttons containing recycled wood, cotton,
coconut, bamboo, hemp, paper, polyester. We make a difference. We
make smart buttons.

• Heather
• Black
• Metallic
• Ash, Oatmeal

11500 S. Eastern Ave., Suite 150
Henderson, NV 89052
(866) 676-3364
salesinfo@fdm4.com
Contact: Mike Cutsey, President
Products and Services: FDM4 is a multi-company, multi-warehouse, multi-currency solution that integrates your entire organization
- including design, purchasing, inventory, sales, accounting and
customer service while taking advantage of the benefits of an apparelbased software. The FDM4 suite also offers forecasting at the style,
color size level, PLM, import management, intelligent allocations,
ASN’s, style based order processing, decoration order processing,
integrated EDI, E-commerce, SEO, Mobile Applications, freight calculation, RF warehouse management, financials, business intelligence &
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reporting, CRM. FDM4’s solutions are modular and can be acquired
individually either through a licensed model or a SaaS(subscription
model) in a hosted environment. FDM4 offers continual support
throughout the entire implementation process and custom development ensure that the software changes and grows with you year after
year. In business for 36 years, FDM4 has the knowledge and industry
specific expertise to ensure your software and support is tailored to
meet the demands of the apparel industry.

Jerian Plastics Inc.

(Global Head Office)
1000 De La Gauchetiere West Suite 2400
Montreal (Quebec)
Canada H3B 4W5
(514) 448-2234
Fax: (514) 448-5101
info@jerianhangers.com
www.jerianhangers.com
Products and Services: Jerian Plastics Inc. is a global hanger manufacturer and a premium store fixture distributor where you can source
all your hanger store fixtures and garment packaging needs through
our worldwide network facilities. At Jerian, we always have in mind to
provide our clients with cost-effective plastic hangers and top-quality
personalized custom-made wooden hangers specially designed to
enhance the highest standards of the fashion industry and to fit the
latest trends in the store interior-design market.

Kornit Digital

Rhinestone
Buttons
Decorative
Rivets &
Buttons

10541 N. Commerce St.
Mequon, WI 53092, USA
Toll Free: (888) 456-7648
(262) 518-0200
Fax: (262) 518-0340
www.kornit.com
kornit@kornit.com
Products and Services: Kornit Digital develops, manufactures, and
markets industrial and commercial printing solutions for the garment,
apparel, and textile industries. Leading the digital textile printing
industry with our revolutionary NeoPigmentTM process including
an integrated pretreatment solution, Kornit Digital caters directly to
the needs of both designers and manufacturers. Founded in 2002
by seasoned professionals with extensive experience in the digital
printing industry, we are the only company to provide our customers
with a complete digital printing solution, from start to finish. We insist
that customers should enjoy the best of the best—software, support
and high-end technology, all in an environmentally sustainable way.

6080 Triangle Dr.
Commerce, CA 90040
(323) 888-2888
Fax: 323-832-9988
Products and Services: Neo. Tex Inc. is a leading importer and distributor of high-quality yarns for knit fabrics. Our worldwide network
of suppliers and affiliates makes us a major player in sourcing and
distributing a wide range of high-quality yarns. We believe that quality products are only part of a successful business relationship. Our
knowledgeable staff will provide you with personalized care to meet
your business needs.

Noveltex

(213) 745-9999
Fax: (213) 765-6666
info@noveltex.org
CustomerService@Noveltex.net
www.noveltex.org
Products and Services: NOVELTEX, INC., Your Best Source of Linen
Fabric. Our exquisite products are dyed, printed, and finished in the
United States with a huge stock of solid colors and prints. Hence, it
meets or exceeds environmental standards. We can provide our customers with a variety of hands and finishing like our famous refinare
softhand. Because of our flexibility, custom colors and prints are
also available. Join the Noveltex community and feel the difference.
For further assistance, please contact us. Please visit us at the ITMA
show December 6- 9 in Highpoint NC.

Philips-Boyne Corp.

135 Rome St.
Farmingdale, NY 11735
(631) 755-1230
Fax: (631) 755-1259
www.philipsboyne.com
sales@philipsboyne.com
Products and Services: Philips-Boyne Corp. offers high-quality
shirtings and fabric. The majority of the line consists of long-staple
Egyptian cotton that is woven and finished in Japan. Styles range
from classic stripes, checks, and solids to novelties, Oxfords,
dobbies, voiles, Swiss dots, seersuckers, ginghams, flannels, and
more. Exclusive broadcloth qualities: Ultimo , Corona , and Superba.
Knowledgeable customer-service team, immediate shipping, and
highest-quality textiles. Philips-Boyne serves everyone from at-home
sewers and custom shirt-makers to couture designers and branded
corporations.

Get into the next

Belts

Jeans
Buttons

Neo Tex, Inc.

Textile Preview with Tech Focus
and LA Textile Show Resource Guide
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Trim Networks Inc.
Global Packaging Solutions
Contact us today to discover the unique
advantages of being a part of our network

Call for special rates and information:
213-627-3737
Apparel News Group
110 East 9th Street, Suite #A-777
Los Angeles, CA 90079
www.apparelnews.net

U.S.A. +1 213 688 8550
www.trimnetworks.com
ae@trimnetworks.com
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Progressive Label

2545 Yates Ave.
Commerce, CA 90040
(323) 415-9770
Fax: (323) 415-9771
Info@progressivelabel.com
www.progressivelabel.com
Products and Services: Progressive Label is dedicated to helping
companies develop and showcase their brand identity. From logo
labels and hangtags to care/content labels and price tickets, we will
develop, produce, and distribute your trim items worldwide. We specialize in producing custom products that will meet your design and
merchandising needs. Our mission is to deliver high-quality products
at competitive prices, wherever they are needed for production. We
understand the rush nature of this industry and strive to meet the
tight deadlines facing our customers. Another important part of our
business is FLASHTRAK, our online ordering system for price tickets. It
‘s a great tool for placing and tracking price ticket orders and will soon
be expanded to include custom products and care labels.

Texollini

2575 El Presidio St.
Long Beach, CA 90810
(310) 537-3400
Products and Services: We at Texollini use state-of-the-art technology to supply the fashion and garment industries with innovative and
trend-driven fabrics. Speed-to-market, trend insights, and quality
control have been the cornerstones of our Los Angeles–based facility
for over 20 years. Our in-house vertical capabilities include knitting,
dyeing, finishing, and printing, and our development and design
teams are unparalleled. Contact us to find out how our quality-driven
products will enhance your brand.

Trim Networks Inc.

910 S. Los Angeles St., Suite 405
Los Angeles, CA 90015
(213) 688-8550
Fax: (213) 688-8551
info@trimnetworks.com
www.trimnetworks.com
ae@trimnetworks.com
Products and Services: TNI is not just a button company; it ‘s
an arbiter of taste and fashion. We give designers the freedom to
create freely and not have to worry about the little parts and trims.
Connecting our clients with reliable and trustworthy garment factories
in the world has been the foundation of our system and our networks.
By joining our network, you no longer need to search for garment
manufacturers. We have done the research for you. We enjoy serving
all brands in different parts of the world, such as the U.S., China,
Italy, Japan, Israel, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, and India. Our facility can
accommodate brass, zinc, and aluminum products. Our products are

constantly tested by some of the most well-known laboratories in the
world. We can provide you with all types of test results within a few
days. We are in touch with over 2,000 garment and denim factories.
The good water quality of Canton has also enabled us to create some
of the most exciting colors in electro plating. Over 300 wash-houses
are scattered in this rich province, which in return can provide some
of the newest colors in fashion today. In addition, our strategic location south of the Delta River gives us plenty of resources to all types
of raw-material suppliers.

Tukatech

5462 Jillson St.
Los Angeles, CA 90040
(323) 726-3836
Fax: (323) 726-3866
http://tukatech.com
tukateam@tukatech.com
Products and Services: Tukatech is the garment and apparel
industry’s leading provider of fashion technology solutions. Founded
in 1995 by garment-industry veteran Ram Sareen, Tukatech offers
award-winning 2D pattern-making, grading, and marker-making
software, automated marker-making software, 3D sample-making/
virtual-prototyping software, as well as garment plotters, and
automatic cutters and spreaders for production. All systems include
unlimited training, consulting, process engineering, and implementation of our technologies. The capabilities of Tukatech’s technology
remains unparalleled in the fashion industry, and all of our products
are offered at affordable prices. Some systems available for rent.
Contact us to learn more.
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Tuscarora Yarns, Inc.

8760 E. Franklin Street
Mt. Pleasant, NC 28124
(704)436-6527
along@tuscarorayarns.com
Contact: Andy Long, VP Sales and Marketing
Products and Services: Tuscarora Yarns is the largest domestic
manufacturer of specialty yarns. For over 100 years, Tuscarora has
made ring-spun yarns for the apparel market. We offer intimate and
streaky blends of heathers (including 100% cotton), Triblend, neps,
slubs, mock twist, mélange, and custom blends. We blend a wide
range of fibers, including cotton, polyester, rayon, wool, nylon, flax,
recycled fibers, performance fibers, and acrylic. Yarns available for
knitting or weaving in counts 5/1’s–40/1’s.

This listing is provided as a free service to
our advertisers. We regret that we cannot
be responsible for any errors or omissions
within the Supply Chain Resource Guide.
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We make MicroModal work.
®

Let us show you how affordable brilliance can be.
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